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ABSTRACT:
One dimensional photonic band gap fibers have proven to be fascinating and versatile
devices, as demonstrated by many applications. The ability to control and design these
fibers to achieve specific functionalities will enable us to advance the research done with
these fibers and to gain new applications. In this work we explore our ability to control
different fabrication parameters to design a fiber according to certain requirements. We
use these capabilities to design and fabricate a near IR fiber for high peak power laser
transmission. Since a multimode fiber supports many modes one can gain further control
over fiber properties by controlling modal content in the fiber. We developed two
techniques for controlled coupling and demonstrated them using one dimensional
photonic band gap fibers. Using a spatial light modulator, one can dynamically control
the modal content in the fiber, including superposition of more than one mode. We
experimentally demonstrate this capability by coupling to one of two modes and
superposition of the two. Using a static technique, we experimentally demonstrate a
single-mode transmission of the azimuthally polarized mode (TEoi) in a highly multi-
mode cylindrical photonic band gap fiber. Theoretical calculations verify the validity of
this technique and accurately predict the coupling efficiency. Single-mode propagation in
a large hollow core fiber can enable numerous applications, especially in control of
particles along the entire length of the fiber. Finally, we examined the effects of the spiral
cross-section of the fiber on its optical properties. The fiber's chiral symmetry combined
with its infinite translational symmetry creates a truly planar chiral structure, similar to
many artificial chiral structures recently studied. The low-symmetry geometry of the
fiber, which lacks any rotational and mirror symmetries, exclusively supports modes with
angular momentum greater than zero and shows in-principle directional optical activity
and asymmetric propagation. We use general symmetry arguments to provide qualitative
analysis of the waveguide's modes and numerically corroborate this using finite element
simulation. We also demonstrated these properties experimentally using spiral fibers.
Thesis Supervisor: Yoel Fink
Title: Director of Research Laboratory of Electronics and Professor of Materials Science
and Engineering
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1 Introduction
Since they were first introduced more than a century ago, waveguides have been
integrated into our daily lives; from Internet and long-distance communication, to
museum lighting and medical devices, waveguides are everywhere. In this thesis we will
highlight how understanding the fundamental principles behind one type of waveguide-
the one dimensional photonic band gap fiber, can provide us extreme flexibility in
designing the fiber to achieve a specific goal. We will show tools developed to allow us
control fabrication and use of the fiber to achieve tailoring the waveguide for our needs.
Waveguides have been studied for the past century. They were first suggested by
J. J. Thomson in 1893 [1], and mathematically studied by Lord Rayleigh in 1897 [2].
Metallic waveguides were studied in the 1930s, and in the 1970s, they were proposed as
means for long-haul communication systems, only to be replaced by the emergence of
optical fibers.
Since first guiding light in water fountains for decorative uses in the 1 9 th century,
optical waveguides have come a long way. By the time the laser was invented in the
1960s, glass fibers, made from high index core covered with lower index cladding, were
already in use for medical purposes. Over the next 30 years, the need for wider
bandwidth pushed research and produced three generations of fibers with fiber losses
dropping from ldB/m to less than 0.2dB/km [3]. Today commercial fibers are usually
made from silica and doped silica, and serve many purposes. Optical fiber confines the
light through the principle of total internal reflection (or index guiding), where light is
confined due to the differences in index of refraction between core and cladding.
Photonic crystals, introduced in 1987 by Yablonovitch [4], have enabled a new
form of waveguide. In photonic crystals, the light is being manipulated due to the
periodicity of the crystal which may give rise to band gaps. Light with frequencies within
such a band gap will be "forbidden" to travel in the crystal [5]. These structures present a
novel way to construct waveguides; by inserting a defect in the crystal, we can confine
light to the defect. Similar to the millimetric metallic waveguide which confines waves
with certain frequencies to propagates only along its axis, these photonic crystal
waveguides can confine light, not due to index guiding (as in silica optical fibers), but
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due to their band gap. Fashioning photonic crystals into fibers, by using one or two
dimensional photonic crystal fibers as the walls surrounding the fibers' core, has
produced the photonic crystal fiber (PCF) and the Bragg fiber (one dimensional photonic
crystal fibers) [66, 7]. In these fibers, much like millimetric waves in a metallic
waveguide, light can be transmitted in an air filled core, allowing transmission of
wavelengths not available to conventional silica fibers.
Though the periodic structure of photonic crystals is a good example of "the
whole is greater than the sum of its parts," having optical properties well beyond those of
its constituent materials, the materials' properties still play an important role. Band gap
appearance and width, for example, are dependent on the materials indices of refraction.
In our group, we have pioneered the fabrication of one dimensional photonic band gap
fibers based on the combination of polymers and glasses [7, 8]. In the last decade, it has
been shown that other materials can also be incorporated into the fibers, expanding their
applications and capabilities even further [9]. The insertion of metal, semiconductors, and
recently even piezoelectric materials has enabled fabrication of devices from
photodetectors [10] to piezoelectric transducer [11]. More functionality can be gained by
breaking the periodicity of the structure, allowing control of dispersion [12] or adding a
Fabry-Perot filter to the fiber [12, 13]. This continuously expanding range of possibilities
proves these fibers to be a fruitful base for many applications and a handy tool for
continued research. To fully realize this potential, it is useful to have the knowledge and
control that will allow us to use a conscious and methodic approach to fiber fabrication
and use.
In this thesis we are going to show how we can achieve a new level of flexibility
and capabilities by having a better understanding of fiber properties and structure which
will allow us to design the fiber to achieve a specific goal. We will show how we can
design the fiber structure and fabrication, controlling the different parameters in the
process to tailor the fiber to our needs. And we will show how we can control the fiber
optical properties by understanding the coupling the propagation process in the fabricated
fiber to tailor the way light couples and travels through the fiber to achieve a specific
field in and out of the fiber. Having the capabilities to control both the fiber physical
structure and light propagation we will finally show how the fiber's structure produce
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new functionalities based on its symmetries. Though we will focus on the transmission
fiber many design and control tools explained here are relevant to other fibers and
waveguides. We will mention, whenever relevant, where our conclusions could be
expanded to include more than the examples given here.
In Chapter 2, we will explore our ability to control and tailor the fabrication
process to achieve certain goals. We will explain the fabrication process and how one can
relate different parameters in the fabrication to the final fiber properties. Identifying the
control parameters and the feedback tools in the fabrication process, we will demonstrate
fabricating low-loss high-power laser transmission fiber.
In Chapter 3, we will focus on the interaction of light with the fiber. After the
fiber is fabricated one can still gain control of the fiber optical properties by controlling
the coupling and modal content of the fiber. Each of the eigenstates of the fiber has
different properties, and by controlling the eigenstate population in the fiber, one can gain
higher levels of flexibility in fiber applications. We will describe the mechanism of
coupling and fiber modes, and show two possible techniques developed to control the
coupling to the fiber. These two techniques differ in methods and goals and can be used
for different requirements.
Finally, we will show in Chapter 4 how the fiber fabrication technique produces a
new type of waveguide- a spiral fiber. We will show how the fiber symmetries affect its
optical properties, reminiscent of those of many artificial planar chiral structures studied
in the past decade. We will show experimental results demonstrating some of the
properties shown in theory and by finite element simulation. We will also discuss
properties of the fibers that can have potentially exciting applications. This chapter
demonstrates how an understanding of fiber fabrication, structure and properties can open
up new possibilities for novel uses for these versatile fibers.
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2 Fiber Fabrication and Design
2.1 Introduction
High power lasers in the near infrared (NIR) have many applications, such as in
the medical field and in the industry. Fibers which are flexible waveguides, that can guide
light from one point to another, can be used in combination with high power lasers to
ease the transport of the light from the laser to the target destination. A good example for
such an application is the optical ignition [14]. A laser is used to create a spark and ignite
an engine. For this application, a high power laser source is needed. By using fibers as
part of the systems, a few advantages can be achieved: first, the placement of the laser
source far from the engine and use of the flexible fiber to deliver the light to the engine,
and second, the use of multiplexing, by which one laser source is used to ignite more than
one engine and the light is delivered from the laser to the different engines by using
fibers.
To allow the use of fibers for high power applications, the fiber first has to be able
to withstand the high powers without any damage. For this reason hollow core fibers
have a distinct advantage. In hollow core fibers, unlike silica fibers, the light is confined
and travels in air and not through the material. Therefore, the only interaction the
transmitted light has with the fiber material is at the core walls and cladding where the
light intensity is lower and, therefore, the light-matter interaction is much smaller than in
silica fibers. This smaller interaction makes material loss, dispersion or defects have
much smaller effect on the transmission through the fiber. Furthermore, the frequencies
that can be transmitted using the fiber are determined by the fiber structure and not the
material absorption, which allows transmission in larger variety of wavelengths. Aside
from transmitting high-peak power pulses, for many applications the quality of the beam
at the output of the waveguide is important. High quality mode at the output of the
waveguide allows easy focusing and handling of the beam for any use intended.
Hollow core waveguides for the NIR can be achieved by either combining a
coating of metal and polymer or by using a periodic structure to confine the light in the
core. Both techniques have been used and demonstrated to deliver high-peak-power laser
pulses. A metal coated waveguide allows transmitting high-peak power pulses, but it is
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complicated to fabricate and produces poor mode quality [14, 15]. Photonic crystal fibers,
either with two dimensional symmetry (called photonic crystal fibers, or PCF), or with
one dimensional symmetry (called one dimensional photonic band gap fibers, 1D-PBG
fibers, or Bragg fibers) present an interesting alternative. PCFs are usually made from
silica with air holes in a periodic structure around the air core. These fibers have also
been used to deliver high-peak power laser pulses with good mode quality.
Unfortunately, despite the hollow core design, a proportion of the guided mode
propagates within the solid glass material. The core and mode field size are limited by
the close-packed hexagonal geometry of the fiber resulting in high optical density within
the glass. Hence, the effects of self-phase modulation (SPM) and other optical nonlinear
responses limit the pulse energy. Furthermore, due to the interaction with the silica, these
fibers are still somewhat limited by the damage threshold of the silica [16, 17, 18, 19].
1D-PBG fibers or Bragg fibers were first conceived at the end of the 1970s by
Yeh and Yariv [20]. A bilayer structure surrounds an air core with a periodic one
dimensional structure. The periodicity of the structure gives rise to a band gap which
allows confinement of light to the core. Since being suggested in the 1970s, these fibers
have been used to demonstrate many interesting properties and applications [21-24]. It
has been shown [25] that one of the advantages of photonic crystal structures, in general,
is their scalability. This scalability implies that if a structure is designed to confine light
at a specific wavelength, k, the same structure scaled down by 2, for example, will
confine light at a wavelength, )/2. Though this property seems interesting, it becomes of
practical importance due to the fabrication technique used to create fibers. Much like
silica fibers, 1D-PBG fibers are made by creating a preform- a large scaled up model of
the fiber, which is mounted on a tower and then drawn into fiber [23]. This technique
makes the use of the scaling properties of the 1D-PBG fiber, since scaling down the
structure simply means drawing the fiber from the preform into a smaller cross-section.
In theory, this allows the same preform to be drawn to transmit light at almost any
wavelength. In practice, there are some limitations, but the combination of the scaling
property and the fabrication technique have allowed the demonstration of fibers that can
transmit light from less than Ipm out past 10 pm [22, 23].
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Like the structure's scale, many other structure's properties affect the light
propagation properties directly. As the layers' thicknesses determine the wavelengths that
can be transmitted through the fiber, the core diameter determines the number of modes
in the fiber and its sensitivity to bending losses. Moreover, deviation from the ordered
structure, the insertion of a thicker layer, for example, can profoundly alter the fiber
properties allowing, in this case, the control and tailoring of dispersion properties [12].
Even though the interaction with the materials in the bilayers is much smaller than in
regular silica fibers, materials properties still affect the fibers properties, e.g. the layers'
indices of refraction and index contrast will affect the existence of band gap and its
width.
In this chapter we will explain the method of fabricating a low-loss, high-peak
power 1D-PBG fiber. We will discuss material selection and structure design. Finally we
will show experimental results and techniques and demonstrate high-power transmission
through the fiber.
2.2 Fiber Fabrication
2.2.1 Introduction and Theory
It has been shown that an all dielectric planar structure constructed of multilayer
films of high dielectric contrast can reflect light at certain wavelengths for all incidence
angles and polarizations [21] - omni-directional reflectance. These structures can serve as
an omni-directional reflector in a hollow core waveguide. The reason for this omni-
directional reflectance lies in the appearance of a photonic band gap due to the periodicity
of the structure and the high index contrast between the layers (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: An example of a band diagram for a flat one dimensional periodic stack made of
polycarbonate (n=l.57) and As 2 5S7 5 (n=2.27). The shaded regions describe states which are extended.
Blue indicate transvers magnetic (TM) polarization (E out of the incidence plane) and red transverse
electric (TE) polarization (E in the incidence plane), or purple for both. The white regions above the light
line are the band gap regions. The axes are the wavenumber along the fiber axis, normalized by the width
of the bilayer, a, and the normalized freqeuncy.
The hollow core one dimensional photonic band gap fiber is constructed of a set
of concentric layers surrounding an air core (Figure 2.2, on the right). This structure has
several symmetries allowing for an elegant solution of the Maxwell equations [26]. The
guided modes are discrete solutions positioned within the band gap as seen in Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2: Right panel: a schematic of a hollow core photonic band gap fiber (Bragg fiber). The
blue layers are the high index material, and the orange layers are the low index material. Left Panel:
an example of a band diagram of a Bragg fiber, with the core guided modes marked in red and blue
inside the band gap [24]. The HE,1 mode is the closest to the light line (marked in black). It is the
fundamental mode and easy to couple to (due to its resemblance to a Gaussian beam).
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(left panel). The symmetries of the fiber and its modes will be discussed in some length
in Chapter 4.
For the purpose of this chapter, it is important to know that exceptional degrees of
freedom in independently tailoring waveguide properties, such as absorption, dispersion
and nonlinearity, are achieved by controlling structural parameters including core size
and layer thickness. Further optimization on constituent materials allows enhancement or
suppression of light-matter interaction. By careful design of the structure parameters and
choice of materials, we can achieve our goal of low-loss high-power fiber.
2.2.2 Fabrication
The fiber fabrication is based on the optical fiber drawing process in which a
macroscopic preform is drawn in a thermo-mechanical process into a fiber [23]
(Figure 2.3). The preform is made by rolling a polymer sheet covered with glass to
achieve the periodic bilayer structure. As the process of making and drawing the preform
involves multiple thermal and stress cycles, several material requirements arise in order
to allow for a successful process. Not only should both materials (polymer and glass)
have high index contrast, they should also have compatible glass transition temperature,
Tg, thermal expansion coefficients and viscosities at the drawing temperature. These
properties will allow co-drawing the materials during the drawing process, ensuring the
fiber will maintain the structure of the preform. This limits the possible choice of
materials. Successful photonic band gap fibers were drawn using a polymer as the low
index material; using polymers such as poly(ether sulfone), PES, poly(ether imide), PEI,
cyclo-olefin copolymer (COC) and polycarbonate (PC), and chalcogenide glass as the
high index material; using arsenic sulfide and arsenic selenide combinations among
others.
The process begins with the thermal evaporation of the high index chalcogenide
glass on both sides of a low-index thin polymer film (Figure 2.3a). To obtain a long sheet
of polymer/glass, a custom roll-to-roll evaporator is used in which a polymer web passes
over two sets of evaporator boats, allowing glass to be deposited independently on either
side of the film. It has been shown that to eliminate surface modes, the first layer needs to
be half a layer thickness of the high-index of refraction material [25]. To achieve this, we
13
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the preform-based fabrication process. a) The high index material (glass) is
thermally evaporated onto the low-index material (a thin polymer film). b) The glass/polymer sheet is then
rolled onto the madrel to create the interchanging layers. A polymer layer is wrapped around the coated fi lm
for protection. c) The preform is consolidated in a vacuum oven and mounted onto a draw-tower (seen in d)
where it is thermally drawn to mesoscopic-scale fibers. The cross-section of the resulting fibers retains the
same structure and relative sizes ofthe components at the preform level.
can simply coat both sides of the polymer with half a layer of glass. During the rolling
this will accomplish having half a layer as the first layer and subsequently full layers.
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Figure 2.4: Simulated band diagram for an ideal PBG structure of As 25 S75 and polycarbonate with a
fundamental band gap centered at 1.55 pm. Regions with propagating modes are shaded (blue for TM,
red for TE and purple for both)
To create a hollow core fiber, the film is then wrapped around a ceramic or metal
tube covered with Teflon (Figure 2.3b). To provide mechanical strength, additional
polymer films are then added to create a thick cladding layer. The preform is then
consolidated by heating in a vacuum oven, fusing the films together. After consolidation,
the preform is cooled and the tube removed from the center. The preform is placed in a
draw tower (Figure 2.3d) where the tip of the preform is heated until it softens and can be
pulled to a fiber (Figure 2.3c). Throughout the process, pressure is applied to the core of
the fiber by flowing inert gas through the preform core, in order to keep the core from
collapsing due to surface energy. In order to control the fiber properties, it is important to
maintain the relative ratio of the core size and layers thickness, to scale uniformly the
fiber down from the preform. This means that any change between the ratio of the outer
and inner diameter of the preform to the fiber (normalize-shrink down ratio or NS) would
cause the layers thickness to chirp (increase or decrease in thickness), decreasing the
fiber's spectral bandwidth. Therefore, controlling the fiber dimensions during the draw is
extremely important.
During the draw we want to maintain the fiber dimensions: the outer and inner
diameter (and therefore also the layers thicknesses), the periodicity of the layers and the
band gap width and position. To control these properties, we can control the pulling
speed (the draw speed), the gas pressure and the furnace temperature. All of these
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parameters will affect the fiber differently with different response times, and they are not
independent. A good understanding of the process coupled with fabrication experience is
needed to maintain and achieve the desired goal. To help, we use several measurements
tools during the draw to get as much information as possible to help with making
decisions and changing the process to allow the desired result to be reached. The fiber's
outer diameter is constantly measured using a laser micrometer, giving us the outer
diameter and its standard deviation. This measurement allows us to avoid chirp in the
bilayers, but also maintains the fiber shape along its axis, as a change along the axis will
also reduce fiber performance.
Another monitoring tool used during the draw is direct and indirect monitoring of
the fiber band gap. An FTIR microscopy (Bruker, Tensor 37) is used to measure the light
reflecting off the fiber outer walls. These measurements can be used to indicate the level
of order of the periodic structure, as well as give an indirect measure of the fiber band
gap. A more direct measurement of the fiber's axial transmission spectrum is done to
ensure the correct position of the fiber's transmission band gap using an infrared
spectrometer (Photon control, SPM-002 NIR1700). An example of the theoretical band
gap for both reflection and transmission is shown in Figure 2.4.
The end result of this process is hundreds of meters of fiber from a single
preform.
2.2.3 Fiber Design
Due to the close relationship between the fiber structure and its properties, we
have a high degree of control over the fiber's properties by using careful design of the
fiber and careful materials selection. We will discuss the materials in details in the next
section but for now we will briefly explain how different parameters can be chosen and
tailored to achieve a specific set of fiber properties, in this case a low-loss, high-power
fiber in the NIR.
The layers' thicknesses determine the position of the band gap. If we aim for a
fiber in the NIR, for example, a fiber that could transmit light at 1.55pm, we can now
determine the required layers thickness according to the approximate "quarter
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wavelength" condition where each layer thickness is about - - where di is the
thickness to the ith layer {i=1,2} and ni is the index of refraction of the ith layer. Thus the
thickness of the layers is determined solely by the required wavelength and the chosen
materials index of refraction. For materials with index of refraction of 2.27 (As 25S7 5) and
1.52 (PC), this means layer thickness of 187nm and 333nm, respectively. Fiber which
transmit light at a different wavelength could simply be achieved by changing the layers'
thickness according to this condition.
As described in the Fabrication section (2.2.2), during the draw the preform is
scaled down to achieve the fiber. This means that the preform is a scaled up structure of
the fiber. If we want to reach certain thicknesses we merely need the thickness of the
layers in the preform to maintain the ratio we aim for (in this example's case 333/187).
Although theoretically this holds true, in practice there are several limitations. As any
deviation from the layers' periodicity or thickness will cause reduction in fiber
performance, so will deviation along the layers. This means that any deviations in the
layers' thickness in the preform will translate to deviation in the fiber and reduce
performance. Therefore, extreme caution has to be taken when choosing polymer and
evaporating the glass to allow for maximum thickness uniformity. In the case of the
polymer, commercially available films of polycarbonate come with the required
uniformity for thicknesses thicker than 20pm. This will limit the scale down factor, or
draw-down ratio, of the polymer to fiber. The ratio between the diameter of the preform,
D, for example, to the diameter of the fiber, d, will be limited by the value 20/.333 or:
D/d>60. For the glass layer, the limit is different. Since we evaporate the glass on the
polymer and later roll the polymer covered sheet on a mandrel, we need to consider stress
relief in the glass. Stress accumulated during the deposition step will cause cracks and
defects in the glass layers that will affect the fiber quality. Though we can minimize
stress by controlling the evaporation process and careful choosing of mandrel size, the
thicker the layers, the higher the risk of damage to the film during the fabrication process
and the formation of defects. Experimentally we have seen that, for small mandrel size
(small core), glass thickness below 20pm will allow for high quality film limiting the
draw down ratio to be smaller than 110: D/d<20/.187=1 10.
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After understanding the limits to the draw-down ratio we can now address the
core size. The core size determines several key properties of the fiber (for more analytical
review see 24]). The smaller the core, the larger interaction the light will have with the
layers' material, and the more affected the fiber properties will be by material properties
such as absorption and dispersion. As seen in [27], the amount of field in the cladding for
a 1D-PBG fiber is proportional to R-1, where R is the core radius. As a side note, this is
also the reason why many solutions to the high-power waveguide problem have chosen to
favor large core waveguides. On the other hand, the susceptibility to coupling between
modes inside the fiber is also dependent on the core size: the smaller the core, the larger
the spacing between modes (the differences in the wave-vectors, Ap=pi-p 2) and the less
chance of inter-mode coupling. This effect is dependent on the radius, too, as inter-mode
coupling oc AP2 oc R. This effect defines what happens when the fiber is bent or when
there are defects present. The larger the fiber core, the more likely a bend or a defect will
cause one mode to couple to another, reducing mode quality at the output and increasing
the propagation loss. In the case of high power transmission, this increase in loss can
cause fiber failure. Though in this example fewer modes are desirable, other applications
may benefit from having many modes. One such application can be data transmission
where more modes mean more data. We can control the amount of data that can be
transmitted by choosing the core size, which will control the exact amount of modes
supported by the fiber.
To fully eliminate inter-mode coupling in the fiber the core has to be very small.
A calculation in [27] shows that to achieve a practical "single-mode" operation, the core
diameter has to be between 8 and 22 wavelengths, or, in the case of 1.55 pm fiber,
between 12pm and 34ptm. Knowing the limits on the draw-down ratio allows for an inner
core diameter of the preform to be between 0.75mm and 3.5mm. This poses several
problems: first, as just shown, the smaller the core, the larger the interaction with the
cladding and the higher the absorption loss due to that interaction; second, a practical
problem- the smaller core requires rolling on a smaller mandrel with higher curvature.
This high curvature increases the chance of formation of cracks and defects in the glass
layer, but is also practically difficult to roll. Due to both these reasons, we have
experimentally chosen a mandrel size of 4mm. Although it does not allow for a "single
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mode" operation, it is still small enough to allow for very little inter-mode coupling, but
not too small to make fabrication cumbersome or affect losses substantially.
We have defined the layers thicknesses and core size in our fiber and preform, the
final parameters to be defined are the materials used for the layers. We will discuss the
materials properties and selection in the next section.
2.2.4 Materials
Even though in the 1D-PBG fiber the light is confined to the air filled core, the
materials still affect the fiber properties. The index ratio between the two materials will
determine whether there is a band gap and its width. Furthermore, though the interaction
with the materials is small, the fiber loss is still affected by the materials absorption,
especially due to the light penetration into the first layers. Therefore, it is important to
choose two materials with high index contrast and low absorption. On the other hand, due
to the constraints of the fabrication process the materials have to have compatible
transition temperature to allow for co-drawing. A more thorough description of material
choice and analysis can be found in [28, 29].
Past research has demonstrated the compatibility of high temperature
thermoplastics such as PES and PEI with chalcogenide glasses such as arsenic triselenide
(As2Se 3) and arsenic trisulfide (As2S3) with the drawing process and has allowed for the
fabrication of 1D-PBG fibers. Though these polymers are compatible with the drawing
process and have high contrast index with the chalcogenide glasses, their extinction
coefficient is relatively high affecting the performance of the fiber. Using polymers with
lower extinction coefficients, such as COC and PC, allows lowering the absorption losses
of the fiber.
Polycarbonate is an optical polymer commercially available and used in many
applications. Its extinction coefficient at 1.55[tm is over an order of magnitude less than
either PES's or PEI's coefficient (Figure 2.5). Since it also exhibits low absorption into
the visible spectrum, using polycarbonate creates the opportunity for low-loss fibers with
band gaps approaching the UV.
Since polycarbonate has a significantly lower glass transition temperature
(Tg=150 C) than either PES (Tg~22 0 'C) or PEI (Tg~23 0 'C), it is no longer compatible to
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Figure 2.5: Materials' loss for three polymers- PEI, PES and PC. PC has much lower losses through
large part of the spectrum [28].
co-draw with As 2S3 and As2Se 3. Fortunately, it is possible to alter the glass transition
temperature without changing the index of refraction considerably, allowing for co-
drawing without compromising the optical properties. As can be seen in Figure 2.6 by
increasing the sulfur content in As2S3, the Tg of the glass can be reduced sufficiently to
co-draw with polycarbonate, slightly decreasing the glass's index of refraction
(nAs2S3= 2 .4 , nAs25S75= 2 .2 7 at 1.55pm). Though we reduce the index of refraction, the ratio
between the index of the glass and polymer isn't harmed considerably as the index of
refraction of PC (n=1.53) is lower than that of either PES (n=1.61) or PEI (n=1.66) at
Tg [C] by DTA
180
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Figure 2.6: Glass transition temperature as a function of arsenic content in arsenic sulfide glass
(AsS 1 -) [31]
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1.55 pm.
Another important aspect of glass used for fiber fabrication is the effect of the
fabrication process on the glass composition. Since the specific glass composition is not
commercially available we synthesize it from its elemental components (arsenic and
sulfur). During this process, the different components are mixed, melted and then
quenched to achieve the required glass. To achieve a uniform material, it is important to
make sure the elements do not phase separate during any part of the process. Another
problematic step is the evaporation step. While evaporating the glass, the different
elements can evaporate differently changing the glass stoichiometry. Using tools such as
electron microprobe analysis (JEOL JXA-733), thermal gravitational analysis (1 OC min',
TA Instruments Q50) and differential scanning calorimetry (10 C min-], TA instruments
DSC Q1000) can supply information regarding glass composition during these steps. We
have verified that though literature indicates a possibility of phase separation [30] we can
see in our tests a single glass transition temperature (Tg120 C) and no crystallization
peaks. Furthermore we can see that during the evaporation process the arsenic content
increases from As 25 S75 (+-0.5 mol %) to As2 8S7 2 (+-1.0 mol %). This is not surprising,
since the glass decomposes from the melt into an arsenic rich vapor (As 25 S7 5-> As 4S4 +
S2 [31]) and sulfur gas, which can be pulled from the chamber.
The extinction coefficient of the glass is much lower than that of the polymer
[32]. We can determine the extinction coefficient of both glass and polymer using the
cutback method. Since the polymer has much higher absorption losses its losses can be
expected to dominate the fiber absorption loss.
2.3 Experiment
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We have demonstrated the low-loss high-power fiber by fabricating a
transmission fiber for 1.55 pm and showing transmission of a high-power pulsed laser.
The fiber was made with PC and As25 S75 bilayers. To verify the layers thickness and
uniformity, a scanning electron microscopy imaging (SEM, JEOL 6060) was used to
image the fiber's cross-section (Figure 2.7). The image allows us to use several analysis
tools for evaluating fiber quality and properties. By simply reviewing the image, we can
see any large defects in this fiber section, such as inclusions, dust, missing section in
bilayers or bubbles. Although one cross-section only provides a sample and cannot testify
for the lack of such defects in the rest of the fiber, their presence is indicative of a
possible problem. Performing a Fourier transform on the image of the layers allows us to
not only verify their periodicity and thickness, but to quantify the level of periodicity or
the deviation from it (for example revealing chirped structure). The position of the peak
in the Fourier transform will give us the bilayer thickness and its width- the deviation
from periodicity. A wide peak is indicative of a disordered structure. In the example
shown in Figure 2.7, done on a structure with 22 bilayers, the peak reveals bilayer
thickness of 521nm (as explained above we expect a bilayer thickness of
Peak: 521mn
FWHM: 27m4
Figure 2.7: Cross-sectional SEM images of a PBG fiber with a 60Pm-core, a 760ptm outer
diameter and Fourier analysis of the glass-polymer bilayers
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333+187=510nm) with a full-width at half-maximum (FHWM) of 27nm. The width of
the peak is below the resolution of the SEM image- meaning it is proportional to the pixel
size, and therefore indicative of a periodic structure.
The SEM image also allows us to measure the fiber diameter and core diameter,
in this case: 760ptm outer diameter and a 60ptm core (40k at 1.5pm). Knowing the size of
the preform outer diameter and inner diameter, we can now calculate both the draw-down
ratio and the NS (the ratio of inner and outer diameter of the preform compared to the
inner and outer diameter of the fiber). In this case, the NS is one, indicating maintenance
of the original preform structure, or alternatively, a uniform scale down of the preform
into the fiber.
After the fiber is drawn, we perform several measurements to analyze its
properties. We couple to the fiber using a tunable laser (Ando AQ4321D) coupled to a
single mode silica fiber. The output from the silica fiber is a linearly polarized Gaussian
beam. Due to its polarization and intensity distribution, we expect this beam to couple to
the HE11 mode- the fiber's lowest energy mode (a more detailed explanation of this
coupling will be provided in the next chapter). Any deviation of the output from a pure
HEII mode is indicative of inter-mode coupling in the fiber due to bending or defects in
the fiber. By eliminating bends in the fiber, we can use the output of the fiber as another
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Figure 2.8: The modal content of the first 12 modes at the output of a Im fiber as analyzed using the
modal decomposition technique. The vertical axis represents the coupling coefficient, i.e. the part of the
intensity in a specific mode. It is clear the output beam is dominated by the HE,, (more than 95%).
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indication of fiber quality. The accurate understanding of the modal content in the fiber is
also important for accurate analysis of the fiber losses. Having more than one mode in the
fiber necessitates taking into account the different losses of each mode and their
propagation through the fiber. We can quantify the deviation from a pure mode at the
output and accurately access the modal content at the output using a modal
decomposition analysis tool developed in our group [24]. This tool allows us to analyze
the images taken in the near and far field of the fiber in two orthogonal polarizations
(using linear polarizer) to calculate the modal composition of output beam. An example
of an analysis of the 1m long fiber is shown in Figure 2.8. Finally, a pure Gaussian-like
mode at the output is important in many applications, especially ones requiring focusing
of the beam at the output.
Once light is coupled to the fiber, it can either propagate in the core, be absorbed
in the cladding or radiate out of the fiber walls. Of the three, we can measure the
transmitted power and the radiating power to infer the absorption. Propagation loss
measures the reduction in power as light travels through the fiber. To measure the
propagation loss of the fiber, we use the cutback measurement. In this technique, the fiber
is cut several times where each time a power measurement is done at the output. It can be
shown that the loss is then proportional to the differential of the logarithm of power with
respect to the fiber length. This technique is used as it eliminates any dependence on the
coupling efficiency into the fiber, leaving only the propagation losses. To measure our
fiber, we have held a 2m section of the fiber straight and cutback five times to 1m long
fiber. Since we are using a tunable laser, we can measure the loss of the fiber along the
entire bandwidth of the laser (between 1520-1620nm for Ando laser). The losses
measured were from 2-3 dB/m, with a minimum loss of less than 2dB/m at 1560nm. The
propagation losses are a significant improvement over previously published work of 5.5
dB/m for a 160pm-core fiber [22].
To measure the power radiating from the fiber, we use an integrating sphere and a
detector. The fiber goes through the sphere allowing us to measure any light radiating
from the fiber through the cladding inside the sphere. By moving the sphere along the
length of the fiber, we can see how this power changes. A match between the change of
the radiated power and transmitted power indicates very small absorption loss (as all the
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power not transmitted through the fiber is radiating out). This means that the main loss
mechanism is scattering rather than absorption due to imperfections in the fiber, such as
surface roughness and particles. These imperfections account for the large difference
between the theoretical loss, taking into account materials absorption and layers
confinement, and practical loss, two orders of magnitude greater.
Finally, we have used the fiber to transmit high-power laser pulses. For these
measurements, a laser source delivering 1-ps, 50pj pulses at 100kHz centered at 1.552ptm
(USP, Raydiance Inc.) was used. To allow gradual increase in the input power, a half-
wave plate and polarizing beam-splitter were used. Though any misalignment allowing
the beam to reach the cladding might cause failure (as the materials have much lower
breakdown threshold than the fiber), no protection was used at the input facet such as
pinhole. Instead, the alignment was done with low power and the power was increased
only after alignment was achieved. This technique requires high quality cut of the fiber to
minimize any chance of interaction between beam and material and high-quality
alignment. The output of the fiber was measured using an optical spectrum analyzer, an
autocorrelator and power meter. Failure occurred at the end-facet at 12.7pj,
corresponding to a peak power of 11.4 MW and an average power of 1.14W. Since the
HE,, mode of a 60tm core fiber has a mode field diameter of 35ptm, this power
corresponds to a power density of 1.2 TW/cm 2 in the fiber core. The input and output
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Figure 2.9: Temporal trace of the fiber output and input pulse as a function of input power
measured using an autocorrelator.
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pulse can be seen in Figure 2.9. As can be seen, there is a slight broadening of the pulse,
a result of dispersion measured to be 9.6 ps-nm/km (OVA-Luna). These results are
higher than previously measured results of 2.4MW for air-silica PCF fiber around 1.5pm,
measured at atmosphere, using 11 0-fs pulses and a 12.7pm core fiber [18].
2.4 Conclusions
One dimensional photonic band gap fibers have been shown to be a versatile
platform, useful in many applications. Their hollow core allows transmission of light with
very little effect of materials properties such as absorption, dispersion and nonlinearities,
and the confinement of light due to structure properties allowing a high level of control
over fiber properties using simple design tools.
We have reviewed a few simple design rules allowing control over the fiber's
properties. Choosing the layers' thickness and materials allows control over the width and
position of the band gap which allows confinement of the light to the core. Core size will
determine the fiber losses and level of interaction with the cladding materials, but it will
also determine such properties as inter-mode coupling and the fiber sensitivity to
irregularities such as bending and defects. Using the scalability of the photonic crystal
structure, we can easily implement these rules and our limitation in practical application
of these rules.
The fabrication of the fiber uses the classic draw technique of silica fibers to make
the most of the scalability of the 1D-PBG fiber, allowing fabrication of a scaled up
preform and its subsequent draw into the fiber. We have shown how various control
parameters during the fabrication process affect the quality of the fiber and allow us to
monitor the process along the way to ensure achieving our goal.
Finally we have demonstrated the use of the design criteria, fabrication control and
material choice to achieve a fiber that allows propagation of high-power laser pulses. The
advantages of the 1D-PBG fiber in such an application, combined with our choice of a
new set of low absorption matched materials enabled us to demonstrate the transmission
of 11.4MW in the fiber before its failure - a value much higher than the damage
threshold of the materials used in making this fiber. This achievement not only highlights
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the advantage of this type of fiber in new applications but also emphasize our ability to
use our understanding of the different mechanisms behind fiber operation to help
fabricate a fiber for a specific application.
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3 Controlled Coupling
3.1 Introduction
Though we have shown how we can control the design and fabrication of a fiber
to achieve a desired goal, this control extends only to the structure of the fiber and its
derived properties. For example, as mentioned above, once the core size is determined,
the number of modes supported by the fiber and the distance between them (the wave
vector differences) are determined. Though these properties cannot be changed, we can
still achieve a higher level of control of the optical properties by directly controlling the
modes traveling through the fiber.
Multimode waveguides have been used for many applications since first introduced
almost a century ago. A large core, which supports many modes, has many advantages
when it comes to applications, such as high power transmission (see previous chapter)
and guiding matter (i.e. atoms, molecules) [33, 34], but is more sensitive to inter-mode
coupling and fiber defects and deformations (as explained in 2.2.3). The population of
eigenstates in such waveguides is affected by coupling due to structural perturbations
which results in random output. A controlled coupling and transmission of modes has
many advantages. Such control allows use of large core multimode fibers, while still
allowing a close knowledge and control over the mode population at the input, through
the fiber and at the output of the fiber. Among the advantages is an ability to accurately
control the coupling and transmission of a specific population of modes in a fiber in order
to produce a long (macroscopic) waveguide along which there is a well-known field
distribution. An example of one such possible distribution is shown in Figure 3.1. In
hollow core fibers, this can be beneficial to many applications that study or use light-
matter interactions. Moreover, there are many applications that necessitate the use of a
specific mode: tight focusing, requiring azimuthally or radially polarized beams, blue or
red detuned atom guiding, or even information transmission.
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Figure 3.1: Calculated intensity distribution of a coherent superposition of four low energy eigenstates of
the fiber demonstrating the ability to generate three dimensional field patterns inside the hollow core. The
red and blue regions correspond to surfaces in which the intensity drops to 1/4 and 1/20 of its maximal
value, correspondingly [35].
Many techniques that allow some controlled excitation of waveguides have been
studied: from simple mode filtering, applied as early as the 1970s for hollow metallic
waveguides [36, 37], to more sophisticated techniques using spatial light modulators or
polarization masks, applied for hollow photonic band gap fibers and multimode silica
fibers [38,40]. These techniques can be passive or active. Passive techniques aim at a
specific mode or mode population and design an optical component or setup to try and
achieve said mode. An example for a passive technique is controlled coupling using a
polarization mask [40]. Active techniques are based on optical means that can be easily
and quickly changed to allow flexibility in coupling to different modes as required. For
example, an active coupling can be achieved by using a spatial light modulator [38, 39].
Previously studied techniques for preferential coupling vary in method and means; some,
such as fiber bends or fiber gratings, use fiber deformation to achieve preferential inter-
coupling within the fiber [41, 42]. Some alter the input beam to achieve match to the
desired mode in amplitude, polarization and phase.
In the following chapter, we will cover two techniques for controlling the
population of modes in a waveguide. Though we demonstrate both techniques using a
hollow core photonic band gap fiber, many of the principals of these techniques are in no
way limited to this type of waveguide. Both techniques are based on extensive knowledge
of the fiber modes and their intensity profiles, polarization and optical properties. The
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understanding of the eigenstates of the fiber allows us to accurately predict the coupling
of the beam to the fiber eigenstates, their propagation through the fiber, and the analysis
of the output.
We will first explain the theory behind preferential coupling and propagation
pertaining to both projects in section 3.2.
The first technique described in section 3.3 is an active technique. In this
technique, a spatial light modulator is used to alter the input beam before it is coupled to
the fiber to allow preferential coupling to a variety of eigenstates and to the desired
superposition of states. The use of the spatial light modulator allows flexibility in
choosing the desired output dynamically. A method developed in our group by Dr. Ofer
Shapira allows us to fully analyze the content of the output of the fiber to realize the
exact mode population.
The second technique, described in section 3.4, is a passive technique. A short
section of fiber is used to produce a specific desired mode, the azimuthally polarized low
loss TEO, mode, by offsetting the fiber with respect to the input beam. We then
demonstrate a single-mode propagation of the achieved mode in another long multimode
fiber.
3.2 Theory
To fully understand the relationship between the input beam that we couple into
the fiber, and the fiber's output, we need to understand two processes: the coupling
process in which the input beam couples to the fiber eigenmodes, and the propagation
process- in which those eigenmodes propagate through the fiber. To simplify this
discussion, we will assume a perfect fiber without any defects or bends where the
propagation of the modes is only affected by the modes' radiation losses and velocities.
The efficiency of the coupling between an input beam and the fiber eigenmodes
can be measured using the coupling coefficient [43]: qe = - f (E* x H' + H*t x E') -
idA, where %, is the coupling coefficient, N is a normalization factor, Et is the transverse
component of the electric field, and Ht is the transverse component of the magnetic field,
and A is the infinite cross-section. Since the fields in the fiber are a linear sum of the
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eigenmodes of the fiber, we can also represent the coupling coefficient as a linear sum of
the coupling to each of the eigenmodes. More specifically, this means that if the electric
and magnetic field vectors of the nth waveguide mode are Wp'(r) and qpf(r) respectively,
then any field in the fiber can be written as: E(r) = En cncp(r) and H(r) =
En cncp (r), where {cn} are the expansion coefficients. We can now write the coupling
coefficient as ijc = En c, -A (cp* x H' + qp* x E') -dA) = n c where y is
the coupling coefficient between the input beam and the nth mode. The cross product in
the integrand means that in order to get the highest coupling efficiency between the input
beam and any superposition of eigenmodes, we need the vectorial fields to match in
intensity, phase and polarization.
After coupling the beam to a desired superposition of eigenmodes, the
eigenmodes will propagate through the fiber. Each of the eigenmodes has different
radiation loss and different axial wavevectors and therefore will propagate differently
through the fiber. If, at the input, we started with a specific population of the modes:
{cn}, meaning the electric field will be: E (r) = En cnqp 0 (r), where here qpO (r) stands
for the electric field of the nth mode at the input of the fiber, then, after propagating a
distance 1, the field will have the following form:
E(r) = En cn Vp (r)eikz,nl = En cn7 pn (r)e-(Pn-in1 =n Ycpnq (r)e-inleSnl
Here kz,n is the axial wavevector of the nth mode. The axial wavevector has an
imaginary part that is proportional to the radiative loss of the mode,
an=2Im kz,n}=26n.The real part of the wavevector is denoted S. We can now look again
at the mode population at distance 1 and note that though all the modes still exist in the
population, their coefficients can now be written as {cne -n1 e -8}, meaning that the
relative weight of the modes in the population has changed.
We have assumed a perfect fiber with no perturbations but in practice there is
another important effect in mode propagation that needs to be addressed: inter-mode
coupling. In a multi-mode fiber any fiber deformation, i.e. defects, bends etc., might
cause coupling between the propagating mode and other modes. Since we aim to couple
to a specific set of modes, it is important to understand how to avoid or minimize this
effect. The exact coupling properties are dependent on the exact nature of the
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perturbation and require complicated calculations, but a good approximation for the
power coupled from one mode to another can allow many practical solutions [24]. The
power coupled from the nth mode to the n'th mode is proportional to A/I,, where
A,,,n=,pn-#3n, is the mode separation. The mode separation is, in turn, proportional to the
fiber core radius R: A/I R-. These relations mean that the smaller the fiber core, the less
sensitive the fiber will be to perturbations and the less likely inter-mode coupling will
occur. It is important to note that the smaller the core, the less modes are supported by the
fiber; when aiming to couple to higher-order modes, we need to check that they are still
supported by the fiber. We can use the same scaling laws to calculate the minimum bend
in order to prevent inter-mode coupling due to bends. Defects and fiber imperfections
cannot be avoided, but it is straightforward in a practical setting to check for the effect of
such imperfections on inter-mode coupling. This can be done by coupling to the fiber
with a Gaussian beam, which will in turn couple to the Gaussian-shaped HE 1 mode; and
by making sure the same mode is achieved at the output, which indicates no inter-mode
coupling has occurred in the fiber.
Understanding the change in the modes population as the light propagates is
important both in order to deduce the relationship between the input and output of the
fiber and also in order to allow more relaxed conditions on coupling itself. This change
means that no matter how well the input beam matches a desired specific superposition of
the modes, the output beam will not match the same superposition. On the other hand, we
can utilize this change in order to couple with a beam that is not a perfect match to the
desired superposition and receive the desired output, nonetheless, by using the fiber as a
filter of unwanted modes. This concession only works if the modes we wish to filter have
higher losses than those we wish to maintain.
In both projects described in the next sections, a special focus is given to two fiber
modes, the TEOi and the HE 1 . These modes are known for cylindrical symmetric
waveguides, such as the one dimensional photonic band gap fiber (1D-PBG fiber). As a
side note, we will mention that the fibers we have used in our experiments had a spiral
cross-section breaking the cylindrical symmetry. This break of symmetry has some effect
on the modes characteristics, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. For the
purpose of the controlled coupling techniques described ahead, these changes have a
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Figure 3.2: Intensity profile of the azimuthally polarized lowest-loss mode, TEO, (left) and
the linearly polarized lowest-energy mode, HE,1 (right). The transverse (xy) electric field
pattern is shown by white arrows. The scale is normalized and shown besides the figures.
The same scale will be used throughout the thesis.
small effect on the results that will be described and mentioned when relevant in the text.
The important characteristics of the modes remain the same, and, for simplicity, we will
now describe the properties of the modes in the lD-PBG fiber.
The TEO1 is a purely transverse electric (TE), with angular momentum zero, hence
its labeling. Its intensity profile is doughnut-shaped with a polarization vortex in its
middle (see Figure 3.2, left panel). It is azimuthally polarized, or, more accurately,
linearly polarized in e, and has complete angular symmetry. As expected, since it is
purely transverse, it has a wider bandwidth than transverse magnetic (TM) or hybrid
(HE/EH) modes.
The HE,1 is the lowest energy mode (see Figure 3.2, right panel). It has a
Gaussian-like beam profile and, in the 1D-PBG fiber, is doubly degenerate and linearly
polarized (in Cartesian coordinate). Since it is a hybrid mode, it is strongly affected by
the narrower TM band gap and has a narrower transmission bandwidth than the TE01.
3.3 Spatial Light Modulator Project
A common method of controlling the coupling and modes in a waveguide is based
on using a spatial light modulator (SLM) [38, 39]. The spatial light modulator allows one
to alter the phase or amplitude of the light dynamically by using an array of liquid
crystals that can be controlled by a computer. Though many use the SLM to control
coupling to a waveguide by creating holograms, we have decided to use it as a means to
shape the beams phase in order to allow real-time manipulation and avoid the latency
associated with hologram calculations. By shaping the beam's phase, we can better match
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a variety and superposition of modes. We have also demonstrated the ability to gradually
change the coupling between one mode and the other and have verified our results using
modal decomposition technique.
3.3.1 Theory
As reviewed in section 3.2, one way to control the coupling to a specific mode or
modes is by altering the input beam to best match the mode's amplitude, polarization, and
phase. Altering only part of these properties will limit the accuracy of the coupling, but
may still produce high quality results due to the fiber filtering effect. If, due to an
imperfect match, we couple to a set of higher order modes with high losses, these modes
will dissipate quickly and leave the desired modes to propagate through the fiber.
To synthesize a perfect eigenstate we need to use the SLM to modulate two
orthogonal polarization components. This can be done by either using two SLMs (one for
each component) or by using one SLM twice. Since either technique requires the
coherent combination of the two components at the input of the fiber, these options,
though applicable, are complicated and cumbersome. Still, by modulating only one
component, we can distinguish between many modes and use the filtering effect to
achieve the desired output.
If we examine the HEII and TEo1 modes, we will notice that while the HEn has a
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Figure 3.3: (a) Calculated intensity distributions of the TEoi (upper panel) and HEII (lower panel) modes
alongside vertical (b) and horizontal (c) projections. (d) The SLM phase distributions that are imparted to
the horizontally polarized Gaussian laser beam. (e) Calculated expansion coefficients at the input (light
blue) and after propagation through a meter long fiber (dark blue) taking into account differential modal
losses.
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constant phase, the TEOi field phase has two halves differing by iT (Figure 3.3). Applying
a uniform phase distribution on the linearly polarized Gaussian laser beam will result in
coupling to the HE,, mode. In effect, a uniform phase will leave a linearly polarized
Gaussian beam, a nearly perfect match to the mode.
Applying a halved phase, leaving the bottom half unaltered, and the top delayed
by n, as seen on the top panel of Figure 3.3d, will produce a Gaussian beam with opposite
polarization on top and bottom. The beam produced after the SLM is the best match that
can be achieved using a single SLM phase modulation to the TEOi. Still, the control over
one polarization causes some ambiguity as this phase distribution also matches another
mode, the hybrid doubly degenerate HE21 mode (Figure 3.4). Though the HE21 mode has
very different polarization and optical properties then the TEOi, it has the same n
difference between top and bottom polarization. When coupling to the fiber, equal power
will go to both modes. We now make use of the filtering effect; the HE21 has higher
losses than the TEOi, allowing us to achieve a pure TEo, mode after a meter long fiber.
The theoretical calculation of the coupling coefficients at the input facet for each phase
pattern (light blue) and at the output facet (dark blue) takes into account the propagation
loss of each mode are shown in Figure 3.3. It is interesting to note that since the TEoi has
a broader bandwidth than the HE21, as we change the wavelength away from the center of
the band gap, the relative losses of the two modes should increase. This means that the
length required to filter out the HE 21 should decrease, and the result at the output of the
HE2, TE
Figure 3.4: The ambiguity in coupling using the above phase modulation. Both the HE21 mode
on the left and TEO 1 mode on the right have the same n shift between the phase on top and bottom
causing a beam with such modulation to couple equaly to both.
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fiber should be pure and less sensitive to coupling conditions.
The use of phase modulation through the SLM allows us flexibility in coupling
missing when using passive techniques. Other than coupling to one mode or the other, we
can also dynamically switch between two modes by either changing the phase
distribution from one to the other or by smoothly varying the phase. If the phase needed
to achieve the HEI1 mode, for example, is 6HEI1 and the one needed for TEo, is 9 rE01 , we
can achieve a smooth transition between one and the other by applying a phase:
6s=aTEoI+( -a)*HE11 where a, the superposition coefficient, vary between 0 and 1.
When a=O we will couple to the HE,, mode and when a=1 we will couple to the TEoi
mode. Any value of a between 0 and 1 will give a superposition of the two modes. This
weighted phase superposition will result in a relative weighted superposition of modes,
where the weight of the TEo,, for example is given by
CTE01 c0 exp [i(1 - a) /2] cos [c(1-a)/2] where co is the relative weight that
corresponds to 6rEo1 (a=1). This allows us, by simply changing the phase front and using
the fiber filtering, controllably exciting superposition of modes in the fiber.
After achieving the desired beam at the input, it is important to analyze the output
of the fiber to verify achieving the required target superposition. With single mode a
simple analysis of the intensity distribution coupled with the use of a linear polarizer at
the output of the fiber, to receive information on the mode's polarization, is usually
enough to accurately identify the mode. The analysis becomes much more complicated
when the output consist of a superposition of modes. The modal decomposition
technique, explained in details in [41], allows using simple tools to achieve the relative
(complex) contribution of each eigenmode, c,. By simply taking four pictures, two near
field and two far field, of the intensity distribution of the output at orthogonal
lens polarizer
0 sLM fbrObjectiveE
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Figure 3.5: Schema ic o e experimental setup. The light coming from the laser is modulated using
an SLM (a sample modulation is shown on the left) and later coupled to the fiber. The output is imaged
onto a camera, hopfully achieving the required mode (an example of the simulated TEO, is shown on
the right).
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polarization, and using a phase-retrieval algorithm, this technique allows us to get the
phase and amplitude of all the modes at the fiber's output. This technique was used to
determine the results of the superposition of HE,, and TEO and the relative weight of
each mode and compare them to the calculated expected results.
3.3.2 Experiment and Results
To test our technique, we have used a hollow-core photonic band gap fiber with a
spiral cross-section. The fiber layers are made of high-index of refraction chalcogenide
glass, arsenic triselenide (As 2S3) and low-index of refraction polymer, poly (ether
sulfone) (PES). The layer thickness is such that the center of the band gap of the fiber is
around 1.5 pam. The core diameter of the fiber is 70 pm (or around 45X).
Polarization
Figure 3.6: Measurement results for the two phase modulations shown in Figure 3.3 and marked in
Figure 3.8. On the top the constant phase modulation has resulted in a linearly polarized Gaussian like
mode (the HE, ). On the bottom the halved phase modulation has resulted in an azimuthally polarzied
mode (TEOi). Two orthogonal polarziation were measured using a linear polarzier inserted between
fiber and camera (left and right)- the polarizer orientation is marked by arrows on top.
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Figure 3.7: Measurement results for the superposition of the two modes, HE, and TEOI, marked in
Figure 3.8. On the top the experimental results are shown. On the bottom is the reconstruction of the
output based on the modal decompostion resluts. Two orthogonal polarziation were measured using a
linear polarzier inserted between fiber and camera (left and right)- the polarizer orientation is marked
by arrows on top
A schematic of the setup is showing in Figure 3.5. A tunable laser source at
1.5ptm (Ti:Sapph with OPO, Mira, Coherent) is spatially filtered and aligned to produce a
linearly polarized collimated Gaussian beam. The beam is then directed to an SLM (SLM
PPM x7550, Hamamatsu) through a beam splitter and reflected. The SLM is controlled
by a computer to alter the phase of the reflected beam. The beam is then coupled to the
fiber using a lens. The output of the fiber is imaged into a camera (NIR SU320-1.7RT,
Sensors Unlimited, Inc.). A linear polarizer is used to achieve the two orthogonal
polarization of the output and a x40 objective is used to get the near-field images (for the
far-field no objective is used).
First, we have tested coupling to a specific mode, the results are seen in
Figure 3.6. As expected, when applying the constant phase distribution to the SLM, the
beam couples to the HE11 mode as seen in the near-field image. When applying the
halved phase to the SLM, the beam is expected to couple to the TEoi mode with an
efficiency of 37% (the same as to the HE21) but, as can be seen at the output image, the
result is still mostly TEoI (around 75%) due to the filtering effect.
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Figure 3.8: Coupling coefficients of the twelve lowest energy modes with m<3 as obtained from the mode
decomposition algorithm for several values of the superposition coefficient a. The inset shows
consolidated results for the main two modes together with theoretical calculation of the expected coupling
coefficients.
We have also tested smoothly varying the phase between pure HEII and pure TEOI
to achieve various superpositions of the two. The bottom half of the phase was kept at 0
while the top half changed from 0 to n (corresponding to changing a from 0 to 1). An
example of the result for a=0.625, is shown in Figure 3.7. Using images taken at the
output, we have analyzed the content of the modes by applying the decomposition
algorithm, calculating the relative weight of the first 12 lowest energy modes. The results
of the analysis as well as the calculated expected results (based on the coupling at the
input) are shown in Figure 3.8. The variation from a perfect match between theory and
results can be explained either by higher-order modes (above the 12 lowest energy
modes) not taken into account by the theoretical calculation and by inter-mode coupling
in the fiber due to small imperfections.
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3.4 TE Project
3.4.1 Introduction
The interest in the azimuthally polarized TEO mode has a long history. In 1897,
Lord Rayleigh [2] was the first to consider propagation of electromagnetic radiation using
perfectly conducting dielectric filled cylindrical waveguides of arbitrary cross-section. In
1936, theoretical work by Carson in MIT [44] and Barrows in Bell labs [45] and
experimental work by Southworth in Bell labs [46] have shown the properties of modes
in metallic waveguide in the millimeter wave regime. An instant interest in the TEO
mode was raised due to one unique property: while other modes losses increase with
increased frequency, the TEO mode losses decrease with increased frequency. With the
rising interest in communication system, this seemed like a promising discovery. In the
following years, while trying to solve the practical problems of creating communication
system based on hollow metallic waveguide, the theoretical work has advanced in the
area of waveguides with works such as done by Snitzer [47] and Marcatili et al [36]. In
the early 1970s, Bell Labs deployed the WT4 long-haul communication system, based on
the TEOi mode transmitted in millimetric waves through hollow cylindrical metallic
waveguides [37].
The advance of high-purity silica fibers, which set the basis for modem optical
communications, allowed the study of modes in dielectric media. In silica fibers, light is
guided by total internal reflection in solid materials, a process that has fundamental
limitations rising from light absorption by electrons and phonons, material dispersion,
Rayleigh scattering and various nonlinear effects [48]. The ID-PBG fiber, a recent design
for a circular hollow waveguide, has presented a guiding mechanism which is not based
on the reflection from a metal cladding. Therefore, the waveguide performance is no
longer limited by the metallic losses as in hollow metallic waveguides, or by the
properties of the material in the fiber's core as in silica fibers.
Though the media might be very different, many of the properties of the TEO in
both hollow metallic cylindrical waveguide and dielectric fibers are the same and have
many different and interesting applications. The TEOi state is azimuthally polarized and
has a doughnut shaped intensity profile and a polarization vortex at the origin. It is the
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lowest loss mode and thus can benefit from mode-filtering effect that allows the TEOi
mode to operate as effectively single-mode, a principle that was used in hollow metallic
waveguides [36,37] to select the TEoi mode. In one dimensional photonic band gap
fibers, this mode is cylindrically symmetrical and non-degenerate, and therefore has the
additional benefit of immunity to polarization-mode dispersion (PMD).
3.4.2 Theory and Simulation
As described in section 3.2, to generate a specific mode or a desired superposition
of modes the input beam has to match the desired input in polarization, phase and
intensity distribution. Using optical means, e.g. a spatial light modulator, usually does not
allow full match, but a partial one. Generation of the desired mode then relies on using
the fiber as a filter (as described in 3.3.1). Another approach is to use the fiber itself to
generate the desired mode, which will allow for a perfect match. This technique has the
advantage of avoiding undesired modes due to imperfect match but is limited by our
ability to excite a specific mode in a multi-mode fiber. For this reason, many of the
research done using fibers to produce a desired mode is either based on weakly multi-
mode fibers, fibers with very few modes, or is focused on only the lowest loss modes,
which can be more easily obtained by filtering out higher loss modes.
A common approach for using the fiber to produce a desired mode is to induce
coupling between different modes in the fiber in a controlled manner. Inter-mode
coupling between fiber modes happens when there are either fiber defects, or when a
fiber is deformed. Examples of such techniques are fiber gratings [42], fiber bends [41],
or application of pressure on the fiber [49].
We offer a different approach, producing the lowest loss mode using intentional
misalignment. Instead of relying on inter-mode coupling inside the fiber, we choose the
conditions and setup for coupling as such to allow the initial superposition of modes to
contain the desired mode and to maximize the filtering to allow filtering out unwanted
modes with a relatively short fiber. Using misalignment as means to couple to the initial
superposition of modes has the benefit of simplifying the setup, eliminating the need for
expensive and complicated optical equipment, and simplifying the procedure at large, as
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the cumbersome and sensitive alignment step is reduced to a much simpler coupling
scheme.
We assume that the input beam is a linearly polarized Gaussian beam. A general
representation of the complex electric field amplitude of a monochromatic beam,
propagating in the z direction with the wavelength A, is:
(o r 2 k r2
E(r,z) = Eo-exp - exp -i kz - {(z) +() z) 2R(z))
(Z 2W(z) O~ + ()
ZR)
(z) = atan -
ZR
R(z) = 1 + ()2)
Where r is the distance from the propagation axis, r = x 2 + y 2 , the peak
amplitude is |Eol, the beam radius at the beam waist is oo, the wavenumber is k= 2C / A,
the Rayleigh length is ZR= COo2 /A and the radius of curvature of the wave front is R(z)
[50]. Note that at the beam waist, z=O, the form of the electric field simplifies to
become:E(r, 0) = Eoer A/o.
As the coupling to the fiber usually occurs using a lens where the fiber is
positioned at the focus of the lens, we can assume that when the beam is not tilted, the
field coupled to the fiber is described by the simplified equation above. When the beam is
tilted with respect to the fiber input facet, the field seen will be given using the original
formula so that if the tilt angle of one axis (for example x) is 0, and r' is the radial
distance from the center, then the new field will be:
E = E( x 2 cos 2 6 + y 2 , x 2 cos 26 + y 2sin6). Offset of the beam with respect to the
fiber center is much easier to calculate - by simply replacing x with x+dx and y with
y+dy.
The low loss mode we couple to is the TEOi mode. An historical background and a
review of the importance of the mode were given in the previous section. For the purpose
of understanding the coupling between an offset linearly polarized Gaussian beam and
the TEOi mode, the important properties of the mode are that it is an azimuthally
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polarized mode and that it has a node near the core cladding-interface that contributes
significantly to its lower loss. Note, that since the electric field is azimuthally polarized,
the magnetic field will be radially polarized. In cylindrically symmetrical waveguides,
such as the one dimensional photonic band gap fiber (lD-PBG fiber or Bragg fiber), the
mode is completely circular symmetric, and hence truly non-degenerate, thus alleviating
polarization mode dispersion. The intensity distribution of the mode gives it the famous
doughnut shape - with minimum at its center and a node at the interface.
Before calculating the exact dependence of the coupling coefficient on the
coupling offset, we can already deduct several key features of the result. The coupling
coefficient is a result of a cross product between the input beam and the fiber eigenmode
magnetic and electric fields. Since the cross product is maximal when the vectors are
perpendicular and minimal when they are parallel, and since the magnetic and electric
fields are perpendicular to one another, the value of the cross product will be maximal
where the input beam electric field vector is aligned with that of the eigenmode. Looking
at the Gaussian beam and the mode, we can see that when they are aligned (offset zero)
the polarization is parallel along one axis (an axis perpendicular to the beam polarization)
and perpendicular along the other (an axis parallel to the beam polarization). Since, on
the axis where the polarizations are parallel, the polarization of the TEO, mode is on one
side aligned, and on the other opposite, the overall integral will be very small. Indeed, the
HE,, mode in cylindrical symmetric waveguides, which is very close to a linearly
polarized Gaussian is orthogonal to the TEOI, supporting our previous supposition.
Intuitively, we can surmise that to increase the coupling efficiency between the
beam and the mode, we need to move the beam such that more of the beam is positioned
at the point where the polarizations are parallel. By the same token, we can assume that
when the beam is offset such that more of the beam overlaps areas with perpendicular
polarization the coupling efficiency will remain low. Since the mode is cylindrically
symmetrical, the orientation of the beam polarization doesn't change the overall result,
only the direction for which the offset will be maximal or minimal (always perpendicular
to the beam polarization and parallel, respectively).
Using TEOI mode generated by a finite element simulation for a 1D-PBG fiber, we
calculated the coupling coefficient as a function of offset for a straight (not tilted) beam.
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Figure 3.9: Coupling coefficient of a linearly polarized Gaussian beam and the 1D-PBG fiber TEO,
mode as a function of offset. The offset is normalized by the core radius.
The results are shown in Figure 3.9. As can be seen along the y-axis, the coupling is
minimal as the polarization of the input beam and mode are perpendicular. Along the x-
axis the coupling is minimal in the center and maximal around 0.6R (where R is the core
radius) and reduces again as we get farther away from the center of the fiber.
When the fiber is tilted with respect to the input beam, we will still see the
features that are a result of the polarization of the mode and input beam. But, instead of
results that have mirror symmetry around the x- and y-axis, the results will now become
asymmetric. This asymmetry means that coupling will now be more efficient when it is
done to one side rather than the other. As a side note, this feature can be of practical use
in alignment. When coupling the laser Gaussian beam to the fiber, we will expect to see
very little power at the center and a TEO, mode when offset. If we see a stronger TEO,
output when moving the fiber from one side to the other, we can assume the fiber is
tilted. The fiber will be aligned when offset to both sides of the center shows similar
intensity output.
Hollow-core 1D-PBG fibers are made of alternating concentric layers of high and
low indices-of-refraction materials. In our studies, we used fibers that are made by
thermally drawing an air-core preform that is formed by rolling a chalcogenide glass
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coated polymer sheet [21]. This fabrication process was explained extensively in
Chapter 2. The fabrication method generates a cross section that is made out of bilayers
of low index (polymer) and high index (glass) materials. But instead of the classical
concentric layers shape analyzed in the literature [20], this fiber has a spiral shape, which
has many interesting implications that will be covered in Chapter 4. For the purpose of
the technique described here, most of these differences are of less importance since the
spiral fiber shares many fundamental properties with a concentric 1D-PBG fiber: the
existence of band gap, the properties of the modes in and out of the band gap, and the
general characteristics of the modes. We will highlight the differences that arise due to
the spiral shape of the fiber in the next section.
Unlike the cylindrically symmetric 1D-PBG fiber, the spiral fiber can have a
unique orientation. The 1D-PBG fiber can be rotated at any angle around its axis, z, or
even turned so to change its direction (meaning rotated 1800 around either the x or y axis)
with the new position being indistinguishable from the original position. The spiral fiber,
on the other hand, can have a specific orientation around its axis marked by the angle
between the lab axes and the line marking the beginning of the spiral (the "seam"). Its
direction can be marked by the fact that the spiral will be right-handed on one side and
left-handed on the other.
The "TEO," mode in the spiral fiber (put in parenthesis as the classification of
TE/TM and angular momentum can no longer be used in the spiral fiber) is azimuthally
polarized, as the TEO of the 1D-PBG fiber, but no longer has a cylindrical symmetry.
The intensity profile, though still maintaining a general doughnut shape with a minimum
at its center, now has a dependence on the azimuth with high intensity at angles 0 and
0+R, and low intensity at angles 0+x2/2 and 0+3n/2. For the "TEOI" the angle, 0, is always
at +450 to the "seam" (the sign is different for the left-hand or right-hand side). Though
the angle is constant, the break in cylindrical symmetry is wavelength dependent: at
shorter wavelength, near the edge of the band gap, the "TEO" regains its doughnut shape,
as the wavelength become longer the difference between the minimum and maximum
intensity in the mode's profile becomes larger until, at the opposite edge of the band gap,
the minimum intensity is close to zero and the mode turns into two nodes.
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Figure 3.10: Coupling coefficient of a linearly polarized Gaussian beam and the
spiral fiber TEOi mode as a function of offset. The offset is normalized by the core
radius.
Since the polarization profile still has the same characteristics as the one of the
1D-PBG fibers, the general features of the coupling coefficient are the same
(Figure 3.10). Still, the break of cylindrical symmetry adds a dependence of the results on
the relative polarization orientation of the input beam and the fiber. Coupling will be
better when the polarization of the input beam is at T45* to the "seam", since at that
angle the direction of the optimal offset is aligned with the maximum intensity of the
mode. The difference in the coupling coefficient between an input beam, which has an
optimal polarization orientation, and a beam that has a polarization perpendicular to the
optimal, varies according to the position in the band gap and the level of asymmetry of
the mode profile.
Since the linearly polarized Gaussian beam and azimuthally polarized mode are
very different in profile and polarization, even at the optimal coupling, only small part of
the beam will couple to the mode- around 13%. As we have seen before, this means that
the beam will also couple to other eigenmodes with different levels of efficiency. To
achieve a pure "TEO," at the fiber output, we will use to our advantage the fact that the
"TEO" is the lowest loss mode and that it has a wide bandwidth.
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If we examine the losses of the first six lowest energy modes in a 1D-PBG fiber,
HE,1 (doubly degenerate), TMoi, HE21 (doubly degenerate) and TEOi (Figure 3.11), we
can see that the modes in the TM band gap have narrower bandwidth than the mode in
the TE band gap. We can clearly see that the ratio between the loss of the TEOi and the
losses of the other modes is minimal in the center of the band gap and increases as we go
closer to the edges of the band gap. As discussed before, if we have coupled to a
superposition of modes {c,} in the beginning, after a distance, 1, the superposition will
become {cne-ini e-5n }, though the coefficient of TEOi may be small, after a long
enough distance 1 and assuming large enough losses, 6,, of other modes, we can get an
output which is mostly TEO. As we work closer and closer to the edge of the TM band
gap, this task will become easier due to the relative high loss of the TM modes, and we
can use shorter and shorter fiber. This picture is very similar to the one for the spiral
fiber, and though the exact loss values might change, it is still beneficial to work close to
the edge of the TM band gap to produce a "TEOI" mode at the output of the fiber.
The intensity of the mode at the output is a combination of the coupling
efficiency and the mode's loss. If we assume that at the input the modal content of the
"TEOi" mode was ci, and its loss is S1, then at the output, assuming only the "TEOi" mode
is left, its electric field will be: E(r) = cip O (r)ei#le-1l, where -pl 0 (r)is the
normalized field of the mode. This means the intensity of the mode will be proportional
to I oc IE(r) 12 = c2e-z21 1. It can be clearly seen that to get the highest intensity we want
to work at a point where we get the highest coupling efficiency, the lowest losses and the
shortest fiber. By working at the edge of the band gap, we increase the filtering effect so
that we can filter out unwanted modes after only a short section of the fiber. On the other
hand, the "TEOi" mode's loss will also increase, reducing the intensity.
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After producing the desired mode at the output of the fiber ("coupler" fiber), we
would now like to demonstrate one possible use of the mode we generated by coupling to
another fiber ("test" fiber). Since the beam at the output of the fiber is an exact match to
the fiber eigenmode, we can now have a perfect coupling to the "test" fiber eigenmode
without any coupling to other undesired modes. Choosing the "test" fiber and setup to
avoid inter-mode coupling inside the "test" fiber will allow us to have a fiber with a
single mode propagating along it, from input to output.
Though the beam, produced from the "coupler" fiber, is a perfect "TEO", some
differences from the "test" fiber mode may still arise. The first- a result of different core
size of the "coupler" fiber and the "test" fiber, is a difference in mode size. This problem
can be solved by using optical means to change the beam size (the same means used to
couple laser light into the fiber). The second problem is a result of the properties of the
"TEo," mode in the spiral fiber. Since the mode no longer has cylindrically symmetric
intensity distribution, the beam, produced from the "coupler" fiber, and the "test" fiber
mode, may be rotated with respect to one another. The effect of this rotation will vary
depending on the angle of rotation and the level of asymmetry of the mode (the ratio
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Figure 3.11: Loss of the six lowest-energy modes of a 1D-PBG fiber vs. wavelegnth as
calculated by the simulation described in chapter 4. The band gap center is at 1560nm,
the core diameter is 50pm, and there are 10 bilayers.
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between the maximum and minimum intensity).
For the "test" fiber, there is no longer any need to work off-band gap. Instead it is
better to work, as much as possible, at the center of the band gap where the losses are
minimal and the propagation length of the mode is the longest. This will allow us to work
with longer "test" fiber and is more practical for many applications.
It is important, in both "coupler" fiber and "test" fiber, to try and reduce inter-
mode coupling inside the fiber as much as possible, as it may change the mode
population in the fiber. To minimize the possibility of inter-mode coupling, we can use
high quality fibers, with low amount of defects, keep the fiber straight and stress free, or
reduce the size of the fiber core. As explained before, the smaller the core the less
susceptible the fiber to inter-mode coupling is: hence, use of smaller core fibers will
reduce inter-mode coupling. To make sure a specific setup and fiber choice will allow
transmission without inter-mode coupling, we can first couple the linearly polarized
Gaussian beam to the test fiber and examine the output. Due to their close intensity
distribution and polarization, with no misalignment a linearly polarized Gaussian beam
will couple to the "HE11 " mode. If the fiber and setup were chosen appropriately, a pure
"HE11 " output is a good indication that there is no inter-mode coupling in the fiber.
3.4.3 Experiment and Results
To test our proposed coupling technique, we have used two spiral fibers, one to
generate the azimuthally polarized mode, the "coupler" fiber, and one to couple the
generated beam into, and to demonstrate single mode propagation, the "test" fiber. The
"coupler", as explained in the previous section, has to be as short as possible and its band
gap needs to be positioned such that the experiment wavelength is around the edge of the
TM band gap. The "test" fiber, on the other hand, can be a long fiber, with band gap
positioned such that the wavelength of the experiment is around, or close to the center of
the band gap. Preferably both fibers should have the same core size. Smaller core size
and good quality fibers will reduce the inter-mode coupling inside the fiber.
To create the bilayer structure, we have used either polycarbonate (PC) or
poly(ether imide) (PEI) as the low-index-of-refraction material and chalcolgenide glass,
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As 25 S7 5 or As 2S3, as the high-index-of-refraction material. Fabrication was done as
described in section 2.2.2.
Matching core size of "coupler" and "test" fibers allows for a fairly simple setup.
A tunable laser beam (Ti:Sapph with OPO- Coherent Mira-900 and Mira-OPO) is
collimated, spatial filtered and aligned using lenses and a pinhole to achieve a clean
Gaussian beam, and then coupled to the fiber with a lens. The use of a tunable laser
allowed us to test many fibers with different band gaps and to study the effect of the
position in the band gap (center or edge) on the modal content at the output of the fibers.
The output is imaged into a camera (Sensors unlimited SU320) using a x20 objective, and
a linear polarizer is placed between the objective and the camera to verify the generation
of an azimuthally polarized mode.
First, each fiber was tested to see the modal output as a function of wavelength.
This allows us to verify the position of the band gap and to make sure there is minimal
inter-mode coupling in the fiber. Since the input beam is linearly polarized Gaussian
beam we expect to see a mostly pure "HE11 " mode at the output at the center of the band
gap. This will indicate that the quality of the fiber and the setup allow for minimal inter-
mode coupling. At the edge of the band gap, we expect to see a low power "HE 1 " when
the input beam is aligned with the fiber, and high power "TEO," when we misalign the
beam with the fiber. To better align the system, we can use the modal output at the edge
of the band gap to adjust the tilt, by changing the fiber angle until the modal output at
misalignment is symmetric (as discussed above). An example of an experimental result
Figure 3.12: Experimental results showing the effect of misalignment at the edge of the band
gap. This is a polycarbonate/As 2 S75 , 50pm core, 20cm long fiber. The fiber's center of band
gap is located around 1650nm and the emasurements were done at 1520nm. The picture at the
center is the result of a perfectly aligned beam and fiber. On the right and left is the result of
an offset of 5pm to the right or left (accordingly). The result of misalignment is clearly a TEo
output (which can be verified by use of linear polarizer).
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highlighting the effect of misalignment is shown in Figure 3.12, where an "HE 1" output
is shown in the center of the fiber, and "TEO" is achieved at a misalignment of around
5ptm (0.2R). Since the measurement was done close to the lower edge of the "TEOi" band
gap the mode is doughnut shaped.
After the two fibers' optical characteristics are determined, we can now produce
the azimuthally polarized mode at the output of the "coupler" by misaligning the fiber
until "TEOi" appears with maximum intensity. Then the "test" fiber is coupled to the
"coupler"- for fibers with similar core size we can butt-couple the fibers to one another.
This coupling technique reduces the need for more optical components, simplifying the
system and reducing its overall cost. The only alignment needed, in that case, is the
position and tilt of the two fibers with respect to one another. This alignment was made
easier by the fact that we are using fibers with transparent cladding, which allows us to
easily see the position of the cores with respect to one another with only the aid of an
objective and a camera.
For the "coupler" we have used a 17cm piece of spiral fiber with a 50pm core
(30X). The fiber's first band gap is around 1620nm, and it is made from PC and As 25 S75 .
A pure "TEOi" can be seen below 1520nm. For the "test" fiber we used a 50p.m core,
75cm-long PEI / As2 S3 spiral fiber with a center band gap of 1500nm. When coupled
directly to the laser beam, we see a pure "HE 1 " mode at the output, as expected when
coupling at the center of the band gap.
The results of both the experiment and the simulation, done at 1480nm, are shown
in Figure 3.13, as well as the experimental setup. A clear match between simulation and
experiment can be seen. When the "coupler" is coupled at an offset, at a wavelength close
to the lower edge of the band gap, a doughnut shaped, azimuthally polarized mode can be
seen. The doughnut shape is a result of working very close to the lower edge of the band
gap where the mode is the most radially symmetric. The slight asymmetry in intensity
profile at the upper-right corner is a result of an imperfect cut of the end facet of the fiber.
The result for the perfectly aligned "test" fiber is not surprising as well, showing a nice
Gaussian-shaped mode. Finally, the result of the combined setup shows an interesting
effect: the "TEOi" from the "coupler" couples to the "TEOi" in the "test" fiber, but since
the wavelength is located in the center of the band gap of the "test" fiber it couples to the
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Figure 3.13: Experimental setup and results. On the left is a schematic of the experimental setup.
On the right are simulation and experimental results. (a) "Coupler" fiber- by misaligning the laser
and the fiber and working at a wavelength on the edge of the band gap we can achieve a "TEO"
output. (b) "Test" fiber- the wavelength is now at the center of the "test" fiber band gap and the fiber
is aligned so "HE,," is achieved. (c) The "TEOi" output from the "coupler" is coupled to the "test"
fiber to achieve a "TEO" output. Deformities at the experimental images are due to imperfect end
facet cut.
asymmetric "TEo," which propagates through the fiber and is imaged at the output. As
with the top picture, the small irregularities at the bottom of the bottom picture are a
result of an imperfect end facet cut.
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3.5 Conclusions
We have presented here two techniques allowing controlled coupling to fiber
modes. Though both techniques differ in many ways, they have many common
properties. Both techniques are based on close knowledge of the fiber modes and
properties. In both techniques, this knowledge is used to circumvent possible problems
allowing achieving the desired mode or superposition of modes. Both techniques, though
experimentally demonstrated using a type of 1D-PBG fiber, can be used with other
waveguides, baring a few conditions. In the case of the dynamic technique using SLM,
any waveguide can be used as long as the modes of the waveguide are well known. In the
case of the passive technique using fiber offset, any band gap fiber or waveguide can be
used to achieve the TEOi mode. Both techniques rely on the inherent filtering effect in the
fiber to filter unwanted modes.
Though similar in many respects, both techniques represent two different ways of
achieving controlled coupling with different goals. The first technique described, the
dynamic technique, uses a more complicated, expensive optical setup, requiring the use
of SLM and exact coupling but allows dynamic real time control over the coupling and
control over a large variety of modes including superposition of modes. It is not limited
to low-loss modes alone and can be used with higher-order modes. It is limited, though,
by the control over only one axis which allows only partial selection of the desired
modes. The second technique described, the passive technique, uses much simpler and
less expensive setup, which requires very little alignment, and allows accurate coupling
to a specific mode. Though it is limited to coupling to only one mode, it allows accurate
coupling to that mode with no filtering once the mode is achieved. This can be useful for
applications requiring a single mode throughout the fiber.
Both techniques were experimentally demonstrated using spiral fibers and shown
promising results. Together, they can be used for a wide range of applications, satisfying
needs of either dynamic real-time control, or more passive setup, as well as applications
requiring a complex superposition of modes in the fiber or the use of just one low-loss
mode.
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Future work may extend the range of applications. An added SLM or a setup
allowing using the SLM twice will allow exact coupling to any type of mode and reduce
the need to use filtering as means to achieve a specific goal. An interesting application for
the passive coupling technique can rise from the properties of the spiral fiber; the
dependence of the coupling efficiency on the fiber orientation with respect to the
"coupler" fiber orientation implies a possible way of controlling output power with a
simple manual rotation of the fiber.
Both projects described above are an important step in the addition of tools to use
and manipulate current waveguides and can be used in research into waveguide
properties and light matter interactions.
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4 Spiral Fiber
4.1 Introduction
Bragg fibers (1 D-PBG fibers) have been studied since first introduced by Yeh and
Yariv in 1978 [20]. The light is confined due to the band gap created by the layers
structure and optical properties rather than being index-guided as in conventional silica
fibers. Bragg fibers are a special case of photonic crystal fibers, a type of fibers where
light confinement is achieved through periodic structure in the cladding. Bragg fibers are
one dimensional photonic crystal fibers, since the structure of the fiber is invariant in the
azimuthal and axial axis and varies only along the radius. The theory for these fibers has
been known since 1978. However, the first demonstration of such fiber was done by
Temelkuran only in 2002 [23]. In this work, the fibers were fabricated by using a
combination of polymer and chalcogenide glass surrounding an air core. During the last
decade, extensive research has been done in the theory of Bragg fibers covering their
properties, modes, effects of perturbations and various applications [12, 24, 25, 27]. Yet,
though all the theoretical analysis has been done on structures made from concentric
layers, experimental studies of these fibers have mostly been done on structures
fundamentally different.
As we have described in chapter 2, to achieve the desired structure of alternating
layers surrounding a fiber core, a low-index of refraction material, a polymer, is covered
with high-index of refraction material, glass, and then rolled onto a mandrel. This
technique creates the required periodic structure along the radial direction. Since the
layers are all made from a single sheet rather than a series of concentric rings, a spiral is
formed to surround the core. Although the spiral structure is very similar to the Bragg
fiber structure, there are important differences. Many of the symmetries associated with
the cylindrically symmetric Bragg fiber no longer exist for a spiral cross-section. The
"seam", the line along the axis of the fiber where the spiral begins, breaks the smooth
interface between core and layers, introducing a defect along the fiber. These differences
appear to violate the basic structure characteristics which allow mode confinement. Still,
evidently, these fibers work well enough to provide practical solution to many problems,
e.g. the use of high power lasers in surgeries [51].
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Structures with chiral symmetry, such as the spiral fiber, have been the focus of
many studies in the last century. Chiral symmetry is defined as a symmetry in which an
object cannot be mapped into its mirror image with the use of only rotation or translation.
In nature, chiral symmetry can be found in many structures from sugar molecules to
galaxies. Artificially constructed subwavelength chiral structures have been fabricated
and investigated. They were found to exhibit fascinating electromagnetic phenomena [52-
57]; some can be seen in natural structures and some only in the lab.
Chiral structures can be classified according to their symmetry level: planar chiral
structures (such as spirals) and three dimensional (3D) chiral structures (helices, for
examples). In planar structures, one axis, z, is uniform and a 1800 rotation around either
the x- or y-axis will not bring the structure to congruence with itself, but rather, result in
the structure's enantiomer (its mirror image). An example of a structure which possesses
planar chiral symmetry is a hand. A common way of addressing this property in the
literature is "the sense of twist" [58, 59, 60]. In a structure with a planar chiral symmetry,
the sense of twist changes in opposite directions. In 3D structures, the z-axis is no longer
invariant and a rotation by 180' will result in the structure coming into congruence with
itself; alternatively, we can say that the sense of twist for such a structure does not change
in opposite directions. An example for such a structure is a spring.
Chiral structures can exhibit many interesting optical characteristics due to their
eigenstates, a result of the structure's symmetry. Eigenstates are polarization states which
do not change upon transmission and can be calculated for each structure. The eigenstates
and their properties will determine the optical properties of the structure and the way light
will interact with it. Coupling of light to the structure's eigenstates and the transmission
of these eigenstates through it can give rise to many interesting phenomena, such as
circular birefringence in 3D chiral structures, where the structure can rotate the plane of
polarization of electromagnetic incident wave, or circular conversion dichroism, in planar
chiral structures, where coupling of right-to-left or left-to-right circular polarization have
different efficiencies. Since the structure's symmetries are reflected in its eigenstates, it is
possible to connect the eigenstates' properties to the symmetries: as 3D chiral structures
sense of twist is not changing with direction, the associated optical phenomena will also
be the same regardless of direction. In contrast, phenomena associated with planar
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structures, whose sense of twist is reversed with direction, may exhibit asymmetry with
respect to direction, or directionality.
In the following section, the properties of the spiral fiber will be described and
demonstrated using simulation and experiments. This is the first time research into the
properties of these fiber is done demonstrating the differences between a fiber with a
spiral cross-section and a 1D-PBG fiber. Moreover, spiral fibers are also an example of
planar chiral structures. Though it has a mirror plane along its axis, the symmetry of its
cross-section is indeed planar chiral symmetry - the same symmetry as the one
demonstrated and investigated in a number of papers in the past [61-64]. Like these
structures, the fiber's sense of twist is reversed in different directions, and like these
structures, its constituent materials are achiral. However, it should be emphasized that
unlike these structures, in the spiral fiber the thickness of the structure is not limited to a
few wavelengths but extend well beyond that (105 wavelengths and more) allowing a
longer interaction between the light and the structure. The infinite translational symmetry
along the fiber axis makes this structure a truly two-dimensional structure. Though fibers
with chiral symmetry have been studied in recent years [65], these fibers are twisted
along their axis and therefore have 3D chiral symmetry.
In the next sections, we will examine the fiber symmetries and explain how these
symmetries are related to the fiber eigenstates. We will describe the finite element
simulation used to model the fiber and similar structures. We will then discuss the
experiments performed and how they support the simulation results. Finally we will
describe an interesting byproduct of the fiber eigenstates - optical activity.
4.2 Symmetries
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The properties of a structure can be elucidated using general symmetry
arguments. In photonic crystals, these symmetries result in the formation of band gaps
and allow for applications where light is confined by the periodic structure. To better
understand the properties of the spiral fiber, we can start by classifying and understanding
how the fiber's symmetries are similar or different from other known structures,
specifically the cylindrical metallic waveguide and the 1D-PBG fiber (Bragg fiber),
illustrated in Figure 4.1. The metallic waveguide and 1D-PBG fiber were chosen as
comparison as they were both extensively researched and both have similar symmetries
and similar optical characteristics. In this section, we will examine these three structures
and their symmetries and show how these symmetries affect the structures' eigenstates
and properties.
The metallic waveguide and 1D-PBG fiber both share cylindrical symmetry.
Cylindrical symmetry is characterized by several sets of symmetries, illustrated in
Figure 4.2. A structure's symmetry means that the structure is invariant or unchanged
under a certain operation. For example, discreet translational symmetry means that if we
shift between r and r-d, the structure will remain unchanged for any vector r chosen. In
the case of cylindrical symmetry, we can detect four symmetries. Continuous
translational symmetry along the axis, T.: shifting z to z-dz will leave the structure
r
Hollow core fibers
Metallic Bragg Spiral
Figure 4.1: A schematic description of the three cross sections of the waveguides discussed: the
hollow core metallic waveguide, the hollow core ID photonic band gap fiber (Bragg fiber) and the
spiral fiber. In all cases the core is hollow. The metallic waveguide is made of hollow core and
prefect metal walls. In the cases of the PBG fiber and spiral fiber the layers and the cladding with
the light color (yellow) are low index of refraction material, and the layers with the dark color
(purple) are the high index of refraction material. On the top left is a definition of the cylindrical
coordinate system.
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unchanged for any z and for any dz. Continuous rotational symmetry, C,: shifting the
angle between # and d* will leave the structure unchanged for any d*. Alternatively, we
can say that the fiber is invariant under rotation around its axis. Mirror symmetry, C,: the
inversion around a mirror plane, either when the mirror plane is the r-z axis replacing *
with -*, or when it is the r-* axis, replacing z with -z. Finally, inversion symmetry, I:
replacing r, 4 and z with -r, -* and -z.
The structure of the spiral fiber, though at first glance only slightly different than
the one of the 1 D-PBG fiber, lacks many of these symmetries. The fiber's symmetries are
illustrated in Figure 4.3. As with the metallic waveguide and 1D-PBG fiber, the fiber has
a continuous translational symmetry along its axis. Unlike the two other structures,
though, it no longer has rotational symmetry and its mirror symmetry is limited to only
P
Translation
symmetry TG
Z=Zl~dzMirror
symmetry C,
Rotation
z=z, symmetry C.
Inversion
symmetry I
(Pi 1i,z1) -
1+d#(-p1,-1,1 -z1)
Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the symmetries related to a cylindrical object, such as the metallic waveguide
and the 1D-PBG fiber. The green and white sections mark parts that are invariant under the symmetry operation. Four
symmetries are shown: tranlation symmtery, mirror symmetry, rotation symmetry and inversion symmetry.
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around the r-* plane, no longer having any symmetry around the r-z plane.
As mentioned in the introduction, an interesting phenomena demonstrated in
previously studied artificial subwavelength planar chiral structures, is the directionality. It
is important to note that when speaking of directionality, we mean to indicate a difference
in fiber transmission when coupling from one side or the other. As already shown in
similar studies, this directionality does not imply that the structure is non-reciprocal nor is
the time-reversal symmetry broken. The directionality is a result of either symmetry or
symmetry and loss. We will discuss this effect and its implications more thoroughly later,
but for now we can note the difference in symmetry allowing such effect. In the metallic
waveguide and 1D-PBG fiber, rotation around either the r or # axis by 1800 does not
change the structure. For the spiral fiber, this is no longer true; when the fiber is rotated
we will see a spiral with a different handedness: where before there was a right hand
spiral, there will now be a left hand spiral, and vice versa. This is again due to the sense
of twist of planar chiral structures. This difference between the structures is part of the
r
z
Translation
symmetry T,
z:-z1 Mirror
symmetry C,
No inversion symmetry. No other mirror
symmetry. No Rotation symmetry,
5 cifically rotation around p
Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the symmetries related to a spiral fiber. The green and white
sections mark parts that are invariant under the symmetry operation. Four symmetries are shown: tranlation
symmtery, mirror symmetry, rotation symmetry and inversion symmetry.
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reason why the fiber becomes directional.
A word on chiral symmetry: chiral symmetry is defined in mathematics as above:
a symmetry in which an object cannot be mapped into its mirror image with the use of
only rotation or translation. This definition can be applied to many structures; any
structure without orientation inverting symmetry (such as mirror symmetry) is chiral.
When discussing chiral structures, though, we usually mean structures which possess
chiral symmetry but which also exhibit any number of optical effects associated with
chirality. The spiral fiber possesses chiral symmetry in a limited sense- it does have a
mirror symmetry which inverts z to -z. If we look at the fiber as a two-dimensional
structure due to its continuous translational symmetry along its axis, we can see that its
cross-section does have chiral symmetry. We will later show that the fiber, aside from
having planar chiral symmetry, also exhibit properties which resembles those of other
planar chiral structures.
The properties of the fiber are strongly related to its different symmetries. As been
discussed extensively before [for example, see 25] due to Maxwell equations nature,
every symmetry can be related to a conserved quantity in the fiber. We can use these
quantities to identify and classify the fiber eigenstates, gaining information about fiber
properties before fully solving and calculating the exact modes.
In the metallic waveguide and 1D-PBG fiber, we can identify three conserved
quantities: the frequency, o, a result of the time reversal symmetry, the wave vector in
the z direction, kz, a result of the continuous translational symmetry, T., and the angular
momentum, m, a result of the continuous rotational symmetry, C,. The mirror symmetry
also affect the modes, but in a more complex way. It is the mirror symmetry with respect
to the r-z plane which allows us to classify the modes according to their polarization. In
two dimensional systems (where the system is invariant along the z axis), a mirror
symmetry z-+-z always exists, due to the nature of the system. This symmetry allows us
to separate the modes into either transverse electric, or TE (where Ez=O) or transverse
magnetic, or TM (where Ex=Ey=O). In the case of two dimensional systems, though, an
assumption is made that the plane of propagation is the 2D plane (meaning x-y plane);
alternatively, we can say that kz=O. The classification to TE/TM modes is allowed since
the plane of propagation is also the mirror plane. This is the same case for the 1D-PBG
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fibers. For angular momentum zero modes (m=O), the plane of propagation is the r-z
plane, which is a mirror plane. Modes with m=O can then be classified as either having
electric field in the plane of propagation, TM (EO=O) or perpendicular to the plane, TE
(Er=Ez=O). Modes with angular momentum different from zero (m#O) are called hybrid
and classified according to whether they are mostly TE (HE) or TM (EH). The
classification to purely TE and TM modes, in the case of metallic waveguide, arises from
a combination of the cylindrical symmetry and the rigid boundary conditions for a perfect
metal boundary for which the parallel fields, E0 and Ez have to be zero at the wall, r-R.
All the modes will become either TE (Ez=O) or TM (Hz=O): there are no hybrid modes.
The classification to TE, TM or hybrid, combined with the conserved quantities, is used
to label the modes. The modes will be marked by their polarization with a subscript of
two numbers- the angular momentum and the mode order (lowest energy mode will be
labeled 1, second lowest 2 etc.). For example TEOi is a transverse electric mode with
angular momentum zero.
Another interesting property for the metallic waveguide and 1D-PBG fiber which
is a result of the symmetry is the double degeneracy of modes with m>O. Since all modes
can be chosen to be orthogonal and since they span the polarization space by using linear
combination of modes, we can combine any two degenerate modes to get any type of
polarization. For ease, the modes are usually chosen so that they are linearly polarized.
Examples of this are the TEI (in metallic waveguide) or HEI mode (in the Bragg fiber).
These modes are of interest as they are the lowest energy modes and can couple
efficiently to a linearly polarized Gaussian laser beam.
In the spiral fiber, the only remaining symmetries are the time-reversal symmetry
and the continuous translational symmetry, leaving us with only o and kz as conserved
quantities. Since the rotational symmetry is broken, the "angular momentum", m, will no
longer be conserved and the degeneracy broken. Since we only have non-degenerate
modes, we can no longer use linear combination to achieve the linearly polarized modes.
As the mirror symmetry in # disappears, so does the purely polarized modes and we are
left with only the hybrid modes EH/HE. Since modes are no longer purely TE or TM, we
can no longer use the labeling of cylindrical waveguide (though for convenience we will
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keep calling the lowest loss azimuthally polarized mode in the spiral fiber the TEOi mode
and the two lowest energy modes HE, ).
Finally, we will address the effect of directionality or the lack of invariance in
rotation by 1800 around the r axis. Due to the planar chiral symmetry of the cross-section,
rotating the fiber by 1800 will result in the fiber's enantiomer- a mirror image of the
cross-section. This means that if the cross-section was a right-handed spiral, after the
rotation we will have a left-handed spiral and vice versa. This effect will also be reflected
in the fiber modes: the modes' properties, e.g. their intensity distribution or polarization,
in the +z direction should be a mirror image of the properties of the modes in the -z
direction. In the metallic waveguide or 1D-PBG fiber, the modes on the +z and -z side
are not only mirror reflection of each other but identical. Note that the modes from both
sides are not different modes, they are the same modes just viewed from different
directions. Practically, this means that coupling to the fiber from one side or the other
will no longer result in the same output. As mentioned before, this effect does not break
reciprocity nor does it break time-reversal symmetry.
Though the fiber is directional, i.e. exhibits asymmetry with respect to coupling
direction, it is still reciprocal. The effect was discussed in many papers in the past
[57, 60, 64, 73] and was concluded that the directionality in planar chiral structures is a
result of material losses and does not break the Lorentz Lemma. The same holds for the
spiral fiber where the effect is related to the break of symmetry and as a result the break
of degeneracy.
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The symmetries of the three structures and their effect on the modes are
summarized in Table 4.1.
4.3 Simulation
Due to the many symmetries of the 1D-PBG fiber, analytical analysis of the fiber's
eigenstates can be done relatively easily, and the theory for these fibers is well known.
Since a perfect fiber is hard to fabricate a lot of analysis has been done for fiber
imperfections: a fiber with an elliptical cross-section, a bent fiber, a non-concentric fiber,
etc. The methods used range from perturbation technique [75] to the use of
transformation to curvilinear coordinates [71, 76], depending on the nature and
complexity of the problem. More complex problems, such as local defects in the fiber,
can be addressed with a combination of analytical and numerical calculations [77]. At
first glance it seems that the spiral fiber, due to the high resemblance to the lD-PBG
fiber, will allow the use of such methods to achieve full analytical or numerical analysis.
When looking at the fiber along the radius, it seems very similar to the 1D-PBG fiber.
The differences are most apparent at the "seam"- the line starting the spiral at the core-
and when examining the layers curvature, no longer concentric around the center of the
fiber.
But though the structure of the spiral fiber is similar to that of the Bragg fiber,
Table 4.1: Summary of the symmetry properties of the three structures and the ensuing modal
Metallic waveguide 1D-PBG fiber Spiral fiber
(Bragg fiber)
Symmetries T , C ,I T , C ,I T , Cs
TB/TM (m=0)EH E
Eigenmodes TE/TM EH/HE
HE/EH (m>O)
Polarizations Linear Linear Elliptical
Degeneracy 1 (m1O) 1(M0)
2(m>O) 2(m>O)
Directional
No No Yes
Asymmetry
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analytical analysis of the spiral fiber is much more complicated. Using perturbation
methods is problematic as they can only be used when the shift in boundary is much
smaller than a wavelength [71]. A close inspection of the difference in structure between
the spiral fiber and the Bragg fiber as we near the "seam" on the 4 axis becomes quite
big. To achieve the layers' continuity at the "seam" the difference will become the
periodic constant of the layers, a- or the sum of the thickness of both layers. From the
1 D-PBG fiber analysis, we can calculate that this constant is about half a wavelength and,
therefore, makes it improper to use perturbation techniques. Using methods such as
coordinate transformation requires us to examine the transformation between a concentric
structure and a spiral. In a concentric structure, the structure can be described by
cylindrical coordinates (r,$,z), where each layer is defined by its radius ro, ri, r2... In a
spiral fiber, the radius of the layers is now a linear function of the angle: r(*) = ro+6$,
where ro is the smallest radius in the fiber and 6 is a real number, in our case 6=a/27r, and
*=O..oo [rad]. Still, though the transformation is simple, the application of analytical
techniques becomes problematic due to the fact that this function is not analytical. It is
clear that at the "seam" there is a discontinuity, or mathematically: r(O)#r(27r). This
discontinuity prohibits the use of many of the transformation techniques which require
analytical function.
Instead of analytical or numerical calculation, we have used a commercial finite
element simulation (COMSOL) to model the fiber and calculate its eigenmodes and
properties. Using the simulation, we can render the exact cross-section of the fiber, using
real-life values for materials indices of refraction, losses and thicknesses but also study
other similar structures to discern effects unique to the spiral fiber.
An example of a spiral fiber and 1D-PBG fiber cross-section as modeled in the
simulation is shown in Figure 4.4. For illustration purposes, this illustration was done for
only few layers and very small core to allow observing core, layers and cladding.
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Photonic band gap fiber
Figure 4.4: Finite element model of photonic band gap fiber (left) and spiral fiber (right). The dark blue is the
fiber core (filled with air), the red layers are the high-index of refraction layers and the light blue are the low-
index of refraction layers. For illustration purposes this model was done with a small core and only 5 bilayers.
Aside from studying the eigenmodes we can use the simulation to answer a few
questions, for example: what is the effect of the spiral on the eigenmodes properties and
what is the effect of the "seam"? When looking at the spiral cross-section, the biggest
deviation from the 1D-PBG fiber seems to be the "seam". It can be viewed as a line
defect going along the fiber. This type of defect may cause increase in losses, as it will
increase interaction between the light and the material at the "seam". It can also alter the
modes at the output of the fiber as it may cause inter-mode coupling between the fiber
modes. Moreover, when constructed in a certain way, a "seam" breaks the same
symmetries as a spiral. It is interesting to model a 1D-PBG fiber with a "seam" and
compare its eigenmodes with those of a spiral fiber. We have constructed models for four
different cross-sections and compared the results. The four different structures are
schematically shown in Figure 4.5.
A word on labeling: as mentioned before modes of the 1D-PBG fiber can be
labeled using their polarization type and conserved quantities such as angular momentum
1D-PBG fiber A fiber with triangular Spiral fiber Elliptical fiber
"seam"
Figure 4.5: Illustration of the four structures studied using the simulation.
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Spiral fiber
creating labels such as TEOI, HE,1 and HE21. In other structures where the symmetry is
broken these labels cannot be used, as either polarization is no longer purely transverse or
since angular momentum is not conserved. Yet, since we aim to compare similar modes
in different structures, it is convenient to use the same labels. For example, the lowest-
loss azimuthally polarized mode is easier to address as TEO even if it is no longer purely
transverse electric. To allow easier comparison, we will keep using the labels of the 1D-
PBG fiber modes for modes of other structure, acknowledging that they no longer
represent any of the mode qualities.
4.3.1 One Dimensional Photonic Band Gap Fiber
The theory behind the one dimensional photonic band gap fiber, or Bragg fiber, has
been extensively discussed in the past [20, 25, 27], and will not be discussed here. We
will present the simulation results and highlight several properties of the fiber's
eigenstates that will later be important in comparison with the spiral fiber.
The model of the fiber follows closely on previously published guidelines for the
1D-PBG fiber. The layers' thicknesses were chosen according to the approximate "quarter
wavelength" condition and the first layer to be half layer thickness of the high-index of
refraction material as explained in section 2.2. Materials properties were chosen to fit
properties of fabricated fiber [29] and are presented in Table 4.2.
Due to the fiber symmetry, the fields of its eigenstate can be written in a separable
form [25]: Hikz,m = eikzz+im~phkz,m(r), where kz is the component of the wave vector
along the axis, m is the angular momentum, and H is the magnetic field. The first six
lowest order eigenstates as received from the simulation are shown in Figure 4.6. The
hybrid modes (with a non-zero angular momentum) are doubly degenerate (as described
in the previous section). The Gaussian-shaped lowest energy mode, HE 1 , is linearly
polarized. This mode is very interesting for practical reasons- it can be easily coupled to a
Table 4.2: Data of materials used in the simulation
High index of refraction Low index of refraction
material material
Material Chalcogenide glass: As2 5S7 5  Polymer: polycarbonate (PC)
Index of refraction 2.27 1.52
Loss le-6 1e-3
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Figure 4.6: The intensity pattern for the first six lowest energy modes of the 1 D-PBG fiber at the center of the
band gap as achieved from the simulation. The fiber core is about 40k in diameter. The transverse (xy) electric
field pattern is shown by white arrows.
linearly polarized Gaussian beam. The TMoi is radially polarized - or linearly polarized
in the r direction. The HE21 is, again, doubly degenerate. Finally, the TEoi (discussed
extensively in Chapter 2) is the lowest loss mode and is azimuthally polarized, or linearly
polarized in the 4 direction.
Another interesting property to examine is the eigenstates losses as a function of
the wavelength. This information can show us the modes' band gap (the region where
they are confined to the core and have low losses) as well as degeneracies and the relative
loss of different modes. The loss can be seen in Figure 4.7. The degeneracy of the hybrid
modes can be seen as they have the exact same losses (though to fully realize degeneracy,
one has to study the full complex wave vector and not only the imaginary part, the loss).
It is also evident from the results that the TE mode has wider bandwidth then the TM
mode and that the hybrid modes are limited in bandwidth by the TM component, having a
narrower bandwidth.
4.3.2 One Dimensional Photonic Band Gap Fiber with a Triangular
"Seam"
The next structure we wanted to study was a lD-PBG fiber with a triangular
"seam". Using a right-angle triangle results in breaking the same symmetries as a spiral,
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Figure 4.7: Loss of the six lowest-energy modes of a 1 D-PBG fiber vs. wavelegnth as calculated by the
simulation. The band gap center is at 1560nm, the core diameter is 50 pm, and there are 10 bilayers.
resulting in a planar chiral symmetry for the cross-section; but instead of altering the
entire structure, we have now only added a local defect. By studying this structure, we
can try to separate the effects of the "seam" from the effect of the entire spiral.
We have modeled the "seam" as a right-handed triangle positioned, such that one of
the triangle legs is placed along the inner layer and the other leg is placed along the
diameter. To try and resemble the spiral structure as much as possible, the "seam" is
constructed to continue the bilayers symmetries as illustrated in Figure 4.8. Each leg
length is a, the bilayer thickness, allowing us to construct it from a layer of low-index
material surrounded by two half layers of high-index material.
The modes of the fiber are shown in Figure 4.9 and the losses in Figure 4.10.
Though at first glance they look similar to those of the fiber without the "seam", there are
some fundamental differences. The hybrid modes are no longer doubly degenerate, as the
break of symmetry due to the "seam" has broken the degeneracy. The HE,, modes are
still linearly polarized and the TEOi still have the doughnut shape and is cylindrically
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symmetric, though it can be seen that the TMoi, for example, is no longer cylindrically
symmetric but has an intensity distribution that is dependent on the angle. If we look at
the losses, we can see that the break of degeneracy is very evident in the losses.
Previously degenerate modes have now very different losses where one mode has higher
losses than the other. It seems that one mode has preserved the losses it had in the ID-
PBG fiber while the other mode losses now follow the TMoi losses.
a
Figure 4.8: Illustration of the model of 1D-PBG fiber with triangular "seam". On the left
there is a rough illustration of the entire strucutre with the "seam" positioned above the
diameter and along the bilayers. On the right a more detailed view of the "seam" materials:
the high-index material is colored red and the low-index material is colored light blue. The
thickness of the bilayers is marked a.
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HE,
HE21 HE21 TEOi
Figure 4.9: The intensity pattern for the first six lowest energy modes of the lD-PBG fiber with a triangular
"seam" at the center of the band gap as achieved from the simulation. The fiber core is about 40k in diameter.
The transverse (xy) electric field pattern is shown by white arrows. In all the graphs the "seam" is located along
the x axis (y=O) on the right.
The reason for these differences in loss can be understood by examining more
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Figure 4.10: Loss of the six lowest-energy modes of a 1D-PBG fiber with triangular
"seam" vs. wavelegnth as calculated by the simulation. The band gap center is at
1560nm. the core diameter is 50um. and there are 10 bilavers.
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HE,, TMoi
closely the correlation between the polarization and the loss of each mode. While before,
the HEII polarization was linearly polarized where the polarization of the two modes was
orthogonal to each other but randomly oriented with respect to the structure, now the
modes are still linearly polarized and orthogonal but no longer randomly aligned. Instead,
one mode is polarized parallel to the "seam" (along the y-axis) and the other is
perpendicular to the "seam" (along the x-axis). The same can be seen when examining
the HE21 modes. Instead of being randomly oriented with respect to the fiber, they are
now aligned so that one has polarization parallel to the "seam" (in the "seam" region) and
one has polarization perpendicular to the "seam". The most interesting fact, though,
comes when we combine this data with the loss data. All the modes which have higher
loss have another thing in common- they all have polarization that is perpendicular to the
''seam" in the region of the "seam". This means that at the "seam" the electric field is
pointed toward the "seam" or into the "seam". The lower loss modes have all got electric
fields that are parallel to the "seam".
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Figure 4.11: The intensity pattern near the "seam" for the two HE21 modes. On the right is the intensity pattern and
transverse electric field of the modes. On the left only the intensity pattern near the "seam" is shown. It can be seen
that when the field is directed into the "seam" there is a larger interaction between the light and the material,
including penetration into the bilayers. When the field is directed parallel to the "seam" there is very little
penetrating and smaller interaction with the material. This results in higher losses for the top mode vs. the bottom
one.
We can gain further explanation to this phenomenon by examining the intensity
distribution of the modes near the "seam" as shown in Figure 4.11. Since the modes are
confined to an air filled core, the loss is a result of the interaction with the layers material
and is therefore dependent on how much of the radiation is present in the layers. It can be
seen in Figure 4.11 that when the field is parallel to the layers (bottom picture), very little
of the energy is present in the layers, whereas, when the field is perpendicular to the
layers (top picture), there is interaction with both the "seam" and the layers. This explains
the higher losses of the modes with perpendicular fields near the "seam" and their
resemblance to the TMo.
4.3.3 Elliptical One Dimensional Photonic Band Gap Fiber
Elliptical 1D-PBG fiber is a 1D-PBG fiber whose shape was deformed so that it
gains elliptical cross-section. This perturbation can be easily modeled and had been
studied in several papers [27, 72]. Though this perturbation of the classic structure is not
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Figure 4.12: The intensity pattern for the first six lowest energy modes of an elliptical 1D-PBG fiber at the
center of the band gap as achieved from the simulation. The fiber core is about 40 in diameter. The transverse
(xy) electric field pattern is shown by white arrows. The axis of the ellipse along the x axis is longer than the axis
along the y axis.
similar to the spiral fiber, we have decided to model it, as the resultant modes and modes'
properties do have some resemblance to the modes of the spiral fiber and therefore could
give further insight.
The symmetries of an elliptical fiber are very different from those of a spiral fiber.
The two mirror planes in the elliptical cross-section (along the two ellipse axes) prevent
this structure from being chiral (as the previous structure described in section 4.3.2), and
there is no discontinuity along the core boundary, as caused by the "seam" in the spiral.
The modes of this structure can be seen in Figure 4.12. The fields are aligned with the
asymmetry, in this case, the ellipse axes, and no longer randomly aligned. We can see
another effect here: the change of the intensity pattern of the modes. Instead of the
previous symmetric doughnut shape of the TEoi and TMoi, for example, we now see
higher intensity along one ellipse axis and lower intensity along the other ellipse axis.
This effect can also be seen for the HE21 modes. As with the electric fields, this effect is
aligned with the ellipse symmetry of the structure. This change in intensity distribution
can also be seen to some extent in the TMoi and one of the HE 21 modes of the 1D-PBG
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HE,, TMoi
fiber with "seam" seen in Figure 4.8. Since this change in intensity distribution occurs in
the spiral fiber, it is interesting to examine it further.
To quantify the deviation of the intensity distribution of the TEO, mode from a
perfect doughnut shape, meaning from a distribution with no dependence on the angle,
we can use the following equation:
AO cRIEddP
1T fg foR|IE|12dr dqpf(0) = -
60 fS'fR|IE|2dr dP
This function calculates the ratio between the intensity at a specific slice (at angle
0 with width of AO) to the intensity at the entire mode. For a perfect doughnut shape, the
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Figure 4.13: The intensity pattern of the elliptical fiber TEOi mode as a function of the wavelength. On the bottom
panel there is the loss (in [1/m]) of the first six lowest energy modes as a function of wavelength. On the top panel
the calculation off, the deviation from a perfect doughnut shape of the TEO, mode. The function is calculated at
angle 900 along the entire band gap. Four examples of intensity patterns at wavelengths: 1400nm, 141Onm,
1560nm and 1630nm are shown as insets at the top panel. It is clear that the level of deviation from perfect
doughnut increases as the wavelength increase.
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ratio will be one for any angle. For a deviation from a doughnut shape, the ratio will be
lower than one where the intensity is low and higher where it is high. If we calculate this
function for different wavelengths at an angle 900 (along the y-axis), we can see that at
the center of the band gap (Figure 4.12) the value off is around 1.7. The calculation along
the entire band gap, including the band gap can be seen in Figure 4.13. An interesting
phenomenon can be seen - the mode intensity pattern is not uniform across the band gap.
Instead, we see an almost perfect doughnut shape on the lower end of the band gap,
similar to the intensity distribution of a concentric cylindrical 1D-PBG fiber, which
becomes less and less uniform as the wavelength increases. At the high end of the band
gap, the intensity pattern resembles two nodes, at the top and bottom, separated by
minimum intensity along the x-axis. This effect is very similar to the change in intensity
distribution of the TEOi in a spiral fiber (shown in the next section).
4.3.4 Spiral Fiber
The modes for the spiral fiber are shown in Figure 4.14. Though, at first glance, the
HE 1 modes look linearly polarized, they are, in fact, in a lossy fiber (where the materials
HE,, HE,, TMo1
HE21  HE21  TEO,
Figure 4.14: The intensity pattern for the first six lowest energy modes of a spiral fiber at the center of the band
gap as achieved from the simulation. The fiber core is about 40, in diameter. The transverse (xy) electric field
pattern is shown by white arrows. The "seam" is positioned on the right side along the x axis.
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in the layers have absorption losses), elliptically polarized. Since these modes are no
longer doubly degenerate, we can no longer use the linear sum of both modes to create
linearly polarized modes. It is interesting to note that both modes are co-rotating,
meaning they are either both right-handed or both left-handed, depending on the coupling
direction. This result is similar to the eigenmodes achieved for other planar chiral
structures as seen in [60, 64, 74]. The "directionality", which we expect due to the
symmetry of the fiber, is evident here since the modes' polarization direction is dependent
on the orientation of the cross-section: the modes are the same modes with the same
losses and wave vectors but the polarization direction from one side is the mirror image
of the polarization direction from the other side.
The same effect of "directionality" can be seen when examining modes such as the
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Figure 4.15: The intensity pattern of the spiral fiber TEOi mode as a function of the wavelength. On the bottom
panel there is the loss (in [1/m]) of the first six lowest energy modes as a function of wavelength. On the top panel
the calculation off, the deviation from a perfect doughnut shape of the TEO, mode. The function is calculated at
angle 1350 along the entire band gap. Four examples of intensity patterns at wavelengths: 1400nm, 1410nm,
1560nm and 1630nm are shown as insets at the top panel. It is clear that the level of deviation from perfect doughnut
increases as the wavelength increase.
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TEOi mode. Here, rather than the polarization, it is the intensity pattern which is reversed
when examined from different directions. The intensity pattern, similar to that of the
elliptical fiber, is no longer doughnut-shaped, but has a dependence on angle. But, where
the elliptical fiber mode was aligned with the ellipse axes, the intensity distribution forms
a 450 angle with the "seam". This means that when coupled to, from the other direction, a
mirror image of the mode will be seen. Moreover, if we know the location of the "seam",
we can discern the orientation of the cross-section simply by looking at the angle of the
TEOi with respect to the "seam", we can clearly distinguish between one direction of the
waveguide and the other. As with the elliptical fiber, the deviation from perfect doughnut
shape is dependent on the location in the band gap, as seen in Figure 4.15.
As can be seen in the bottom panel of Figure 4.15, although there is a break in
degeneracy between the HE,1 modes, it does not reflect in big differences in modes'
losses, as with the fiber with "seam" shown in Figure 4.10. This is a result of the break of
symmetry being a result of a change to the entire structure, rather than being localized at
one point. This difference between the two structures, that of the 1D-PBG fiber with
"seam" and that of the spiral fiber, raises another important point: although the "seam"
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Figure 4.16: The separation of the two HE, modes in a spiral fiber as a function of the core diameter. For each
core size several models were run differing in only the cladding size, to allow eliminating effects of simulation
error. As can be seen all the results are close and allow for an accurate fit.
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presents a break of the smooth inner layer of the core in the spiral fiber, we cannot
address it as the sole reason for the effect seen in the spiral fiber. When comparing the
results of the spiral fiber with those of the 1D-PBG fiber with "seam", it is clear that
though the symmetries broken are the same, the effects are much different and are a result
of not only the symmetry breaking but also the level of symmetry breaking, where in the
fiber with "seam" the break is caused by local change, in the spiral the change is along
the entire cross-section.
An advantage of using a simulation is the ability to study the effect of different
parameters. We have used the simulation to study both the effect of the wavelength or
position in the band gap (as seen previously), and the effect of the inner diameter (the
core diameter, ID=2R). In metal waveguides, for example, the separation between
different modes, AP, is proportional to R-, as shown in [27]. In the case of the 1D-PBG
fiber, the relation is more complicated. In the case of the spiral fiber, we have seen that
the separation between the two HE,, modes is proportional to R-3. 8, as shown in
Figure 4.16.
A similar analysis can be done for the modes' losses and their dependence on core
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Figure 4.17: The loss of the two HE,, modes in a spiral fiber as a function of the core diameter. For each core
size several models were run differing in only the cladding size, to allow eliminating effects of simulation error.
As can be seen all the results are close and allow for an accurate fit.
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Figure 4.18: The polarization of the two HE, modes in a spiral fiber as a function of the core diameter. The
polarization is measured here by the normalized polarization phase- where 1 or 0 indicate a linear polarization and
0.5 a circular polarization. The phase is achieved by averaging the phase for the core. Previously we have studied
and seen the phase for the entire core is uniform with very little deviation allowing such averaging to take place.
For each core size several models were run differing in only the cladding size, to allow eliminating effects of
simulation error. Though for each diameter the results do not deviate by much, some level of error can be seen
when examining the full data set. Still- it is clear that there is little dependence on diameter.
diameter. Since most of the loss is a result of the interaction with the cladding material,
absorption loss, rather than due to leakage through the layers, radiation loss, we can relate
the dependence of the loss to the amount of field penetrating the bilayers. For 1D-PBG
fiber, for TEo, modes, this ratio is proportional to R-3 [71]. In the case of the spiral fiber,
two HE,1 modes the dependence of the total loss is R-3. 2 5 - R3 5 , which is close in value.
The results are shown in Figure 4.17.
Finally, we are interested to know the dependence of the modes' elliptical
polarization on the core diameter. This is especially interesting as it can reveal the
underlying mechanism causing the change in polarization in these fibers. We have
mentioned before that loss plays a part in allowing the formation of elliptically polarized
HE 1 . It is expected, then, that the level of deviation from linear polarization will depend
on the radius in the same manner as the loss. Instead, the results, shown in Figure 4.18,
clearly show very small dependence on the radius, indicating that, though the loss plays a
roll, there are other effects coming into play in affecting the modes' polarization.
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A comparison of the TEO and HE,, modes of the metallic waveguide, lD-PBG
fiber and spiral fiber is shown in Table 4.3.
4.4 Experiment
We verified the simulation results by measuring the TEOi mode in our fibers. A
spiral fiber was fabricated using the thermal drawing technique described in Chapter 2.
The spiral structure is achieved by rolling one continues sheet of glass/polymer,
achieving a spiral cross-section with the line at the beginning of the sheet being the
"seam". The "seam" is extended along the entire core. The spiral and "seam" can clearly
be seen using scanning electron microscopy images (SEM). The fiber was cleaved and
polished to achieve smooth surface and then coated with a thin layer of conducting metal.
The "seam" can be seen either by looking directly at the cross-section to find the
beginning of the spiral or by tilting the fiber and examining the core. SEM pictures of the
cross-section highlighting the spiral structure and the "seam" can be seen in Figure 4.19.
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Table 4.3: Full comparison of the TEO, and HE 1 modes between the metallic waveguide, 1 D photonic band gap
fiber and the spiral fiber. The top pictures show the simulation results for the HEII modes with the polarization
shown schematically on the axes to the right of the picture. The bottom pictures are the simulation results for the
TEO, modes.
Spiral fiber
Metallic waveguide Bragg fiber
Forward Backward
I2
W -201 2P1
Figure 4.19: SEM of a spiral fiber cross section. The light gray are glass layers made of chalcogenide glass (As 2 S3)
the dark gray are polymer layers and cladding made of Poly(ether imide) (PEI). The pictures on the right highlight
the spiral nature of the structure and show the "seam"- the line along the core surface where the spiral begins.
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PEI/As2S3  PC/As25S75
Core 65um (40k) Core 60um (40k)
PEI/As2S3  PC/As25S75
Core 50um (30k) Core 70um (45k)
Figure 4.20: A few examples of TEOi mode in spiral fibers. The caption under each picture labels
the material of the fiber (PC - for polycarbonate, PEI - for poly (ether imide)) and the core
diameter. In all pictures the asymmetry of the mode is clear regardless of core size or material.
We have used fibers made from two sets of materials (poly(ether imide)/As2S3 or
polycarbonate/As 2 S75) whose band gaps were centered in different wavelengths
(1500nm-1600nm) and whose core sizes vary (from diameter of 50pm to 70im, or, in
wavelength units: 30X-45k). To measure the mode, we have coupled a collimated tunable
light source (Ti:Sapph laser with OPO- Coherent Mira 900 and Mira-OPO) to the fiber
using a lens. We have imaged the output onto a camera (Sensors unlimited SU320) using
an objective. A linear polarizer was used in all experiments to verify the output is indeed
azimuthally polarized. The mode is achieved by the same method described in
Section 3.4.2, using misalignment of the fiber with respect to a linearly polarized input
beam away from the center of the band gap (for full analysis of this technique, please
refer to Chapter 3). In all measurements, an asymmetric TEO, was seen where the axis of
the asymmetry is at an angle of around 450 to the "seam", in accordance with the
simulation results regardless of core size or material. A few examples are shown in
Figure 4.20.
As mentioned above, to verify the simulation results it was crucial to find the
location of the "seam" with respect to the mode. Since the "seam" size is smaller than
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1 pm it is hard to be seen in regular optical measures. To allow easily finding the "seam",
the following method was used: a part of the cladding was removed at both ends of the
fiber to achieve a non-circular end-facet; a small section of the fiber (around lcm) was
removed from each side and labeled. This section was polished and analyzed using the
SEM to locate the position of the "seam" with respect to the location of the removed
cladding. In the setup, the removed cladding could be easily viewed in the camera and
therefore the location of the "seam" could also be found easily.
Another way to verify the validity of the simulation is to compare the output of
the fiber when coupling from different sides, keeping the input constant. The results of
such measurement are shown in Figure 4.21 for the TEo, (a comparison for the HE,,
mode was also done but will be discussed in section 4.5). For these measurements, a
tunable Ando laser (Ando AQ432 1 D) was used coupled to a single mode fiber to produce
a narrow band linearly polarized Gaussian beam. The beam was collimated and coupled
to the fiber using a lens. As before, TEO, is achieved by slight misalignment of the fiber
and beam, off the fiber band gap. A linear polarizer was inserted between the fiber output
and camera to verify an azimuthally polarized mode. As can be seen in these
Simulation Measurement Measurement Simulation
EWE.
Figure 4.21: Simulation and measurements results of the TE01 from both sides of the
fiber. The top pictures are the output without a polarizer, the two bottom pictures are
with linear polarizer (polarizer orientation is marked with a black arrow in the middle).
The yellow triangle marks the position of the "seam".
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Figure 4.22: Measurements of the TEO, mode at two different wavelgnths. On the right we can see the
fmailiar shape at 1430nm. On the left, at the edge of the band gap at 1340nm, the mode gains its classic
doughnut shape.
measurements, the TEO axis was reflected with respect to the fiber rotation axis, again as
expected, since the TEO, from one side of the fiber should be a mirror image of the TEO,
from the other side. To verify the simulation, we present an example of a measurement of
the TEO along with the appropriate simulation results in Figure 4.21 for the results
without and with the linear polarizer.
Finally, we have also observed experimentally the effect of the position in the
band gap on the shape (or intensity distribution) of the TEO, mode. As discussed before
and shown in the simulation (Figure 4.15), we expect to see a doughnut shaped mode at
the edge of the TE band gap. In Figure 4.22 an example of the effect measured with the
same fiber at different wavelengths can be seen.
4.5 Optical Activity
Optical activity is a common term in discussing chiral media. It refers to the effect
of the rotation of the plane of polarization of a linearly polarized light as it travels
through the media. In chiral structures, this effect has been demonstrated in structures
having 3D chiral symmetry. Though known from chiral media in nature (such as in sugar
solution), it was also demonstrated in artificial structures [78, 79].
In the spiral fiber, due to the break of degeneracy of the HE modes, we get an
apparent optical activity. Due to the nearly Gaussian intensity profile, a linearly polarized
Gaussian beam will most efficiently couple to a linear combination of the two HE1I
modes. In waveguides where the two modes are degenerate, such as the metallic
waveguide or 1D-PBG fiber, the output will maintain the input polarization plane.
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Figure 4.23: A schemtic of the optical activity effect. A linearly polarized light is coulped to the
spiral fiber. Due to the non-degenerate elliptically polarized HEII modes the output is rotated
differently when coupled to the fiber in one direction or the other.
Ideally, the degeneracy means that both modes will travel at the same speed and with the
same losses arriving at the output together and therefore ' maintaining the original
polarization. In the spiral fiber, the degeneracy is broken due to the break in symmetry
and the modes are non-degenerate; they travel at different speeds and have different
losses. This will result in a rotation of the polarization of light, similar to the effect of
propagation in chiral media. Furthermore, since the HE11 modes from one side of the
fiber are a mirror image of the modes from the other side, the direction of the polarization
rotation is dependent on the direction of coupling: when coupling from one side of the
fiber the polarization will be rotated by A01 while rotation from the other side will result
in a rotation by -A0 2. Another effect of the break of degeneracy and the elliptical
polarization of the modes is that the polarization of the light is not only rotated but is no
longer linear. A schematic representation is shown in Figure 4.23.
To better understand the effect, we can formulate the process of coupling and
propagation of a linearly polarized mode. When the beam couples to the two modes, it
will couple to each with a different efficiency so that the linear sum will resemble the
mode the best (for a more detailed description of the process see Chapter 3). The mode at
the input is then: E1, = A1E + A 2E , where Ein is the input beam field, ENi)HEii
(i=1,2) are the HEii modes fields and Ai are the linear sum coefficients. To better
understand the effect of propagation, we need to first write the fields of the modes more
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explicitly. Each mode is dependent on the frequency, (o, the wave vector component
along the axis, kz, and on the three coordinates in the following way:
EHE11 = f ,(r > )e-ikzzeiwt
Therefore the modes at the input, z=O, can be written as:
Ein = Alfi(r, #)e i't + A 2 f 2 (r, 1 )efit
When propagating through the fiber, the modes travel at different speeds and gain
different losses. The effects of the loss and speed are manifested through the real and
imaginary part of the wave vector: kz= ki=pi-i6i, P, the real part, is the propagation
constant, and 6, the imaginary part is the mode's loss. Thus, after propagating a length, 1,
we get at the output:
Eout = Aifi(r, #)e-ifl11e Si1eiwt + A 2 f2 (r, P)e if2le-821 eiwt
From this expression we can see that the magnitude of the rotation and the
divergence from linear polarization are dependent on several parameters: the HEI modes
losses and propagation constants, the angle of input polarization with respect to the
"seam" of the fiber, coming into play with the sum coefficients Ai, and the fiber length.
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We have used the results from the simulation to predict the effect in our fiber. As
seen in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 the difference between the two modes kz's is very
small for the core we used in our experiments- 50pm. This resulted in minor differences
in output polarization after propagation of 75cm. Still, theoretically, we could calculate
this change, as presented in Figure 4.24. Though the results depend on the input angle-
the angle of the input linear polarization with respect to the "seam", we still see that at the
center of the band gap (in this case at 1620nm), the polarization rotates by 5' either right
or left, depending on the direction of the fiber. This demonstrates again the directionality
of the fiber.
We can easily see the effect the different parameters have on the optical activity
as demonstrated in the figure. The input angle of the polarization affects the results as it
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Figure 4.24: Optical activity as calculated by our simulation. The horizontal axis is the wavelength (in [m]), the
vertical axis is that angle at the output (in [deg]). The four panels show the results for different input linear
polarization angles, where the angle is calculated with respect to the "seam". For each angle we calculated the
rotation of the linear polarization at the output of a 75cm fiber from both sides (one marked red, the other blue).
The polarization angle at the input is at 90', and marked with yellow line. The dependence on the wavelength is
a result of the change of mode properties in the band gap. The center of the band gap is at 1620nm.
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changes the coupling coefficient for each of the modes. The effects of the values of the
loss and propagation constant by the dependence on wavelength- as for different
positions in the band gap we will have different values of both.
Since the overall rotation is small (around 50), we haven't been able to measure it
in the lab in a conclusive manner. We are certain, though, that with longer fibers and
more sensitive measuring technique these results could be verified.
4.6 Conclusions
The spiral fiber presents an interesting waveguide in many ways. As a structure
with planar chiral symmetry, it exhibits many properties similar to artificial chiral
structures, allowing further investigation due to its continuous translational symmetry
along the z-axis and its length uncommon in those structures. As a fiber, it allows the
study, for the first time, of the differences between the 1D-PBG fiber and the spiral shape
acquired in the practical fabrication of such fiber. Though the differences seem small, at
first glance, they may cause significant changes in certain cases.
We have reviewed in details the break of symmetry in this fiber and the resulting
effects on modes properties, studied them in simulation and finally verified them in
experiments. We have shown the asymmetric propagation, or directionality, similar to the
phenomena shown in the past for chiral structures. Like those structures, the effect is a
result of the structure symmetry and losses and manifest in co-rotating modes. When
comparing to the 1D-PBG fiber, we can see the directionality is also a result of the break
of degeneracy of the HE,, mode. We have shown the change in intensity distribution of
the TEO, mode in the simulation and in the lab and how this change is dependent on the
position in the band gap.
Finally, we have explored the possibility of manifestation of optical activity in the
fiber. As a result of the break of symmetry and the modes polarization, a linearly
polarized light can be rotated when passing through the fiber. A continued study of this
effect as well as other fiber properties such as directionality can yield many interesting
uses and application for these hollow core fibers.
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5 Conclusions
We have shown in this thesis several ways of controlling the design and use of
one dimensional photonic band gap fibers. We have started by discussing the fabrication
process of such fibers, using polymers and chalcogenide glasses to achieve the multilayer
structure. We showed how having a set of specific goals in mind: transmission
wavelength, sensitivity to bending or defects, power capacity etc. can be used to define
and design practical parameters in fiber fabrication process. We have discussed the
materials choice, the draw-down ratio and hence the thicknesses of materials used, the
mandrel size and more. We also explained how during the fabrication process we can use
different tools to monitor and control these parameters. To demonstrate these control
tools, we have fabricated and tested a near-IR low-loss, high-power fiber.
A multi-mode fiber can support many modes, each with its own properties; thus,
another level of control over fiber properties can be gained by controlling the coupling
and propagation of modes in the fiber. We have shown two possible ways of controlling
the coupling of light into the fiber to enable selection of the modes propagating through
the fiber. One technique is dynamic, offering flexibility in choosing the desired modes to
propagate and even the ability to choose superposition of modes. The other technique
focuses on one mode, the azimuthally polarized low loss TEOi, but is much simpler to use
and has other advantages, which we discussed in Chapter 3. These techniques, though
demonstrated in this thesis for the 1 D-PBG fiber, are in no way limited to this fiber alone
and can be implemented with other types of waveguides as well.
Finally, we have shown how the fabrication process creates a spiral cross-section
and how the new symmetries of the system affect the fiber properties. The seemingly
small deviation from concentric layers has some meaningful effects when it comes to
modes properties, some similar to optical properties seen in artificial chiral structures. We
discussed how the break of symmetry creates directionality in the fiber, offering a way to
distinguish between the effects of coupling from one side of the fiber to the other. We
explained how the break of degeneracy can manifest in optical activity, i.e. the rotation of
light polarization as a result of propagation through the fiber. The knowledge we gained
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on the spiral fiber properties will enable us the use of tools such as modal control to
better effect, and will open up new possibilities and application for these fibers.
The tools described in this thesis can be used to further investigate spiral fibers as
well as open up new research possibilities. The control over modal content in a hollow-
core spiral fiber can be used to investigate specific fiber modes properties by coupling
light to a specific mode and measuring properties such as loss and dispersion. Moreover,
the hollow-core can be used to investigate light-matter interactions where the material in
the core can be manipulated using our ability to dynamically alter the modal content in
the fiber. New structures can be designed to further study chirality in these fibers. For
example, a twist of the fiber around its axis in addition to the spiral cross-section will
combine both the planar chiral symmetry and the three dimensional chiral symmetry with
the benefit of flexibility in choosing the twist handedness with respect to the spiral
handedness.
One dimensional photonic band gap fibers are a rich and exciting research area at
its youth. Though investigated for over a decade, these fibers yield surprising new results.
We hope that the tools developed in this work will enrich and help further the knowledge
and applications of these fibers.
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